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SUMMARY 

 

The specific immunofluorescent (IF) staining of biomarkers, and the development of 

fluorescent biosensors, are common strategies to visualize and identify proteins, or protein-

protein interactions (PPIs) in cells and tissues. Fluorescence-based high-throughput screening 

(HTS) assays that identify small molecules inhibitors of PPIs have proven to be useful tools in 

drug discovery. However, substantial improvements in the sensitivity and multiplexing 

capabilities of fluorescence-based protein imaging and screening technologies are needed to 

enable continued advancement in mechanistic biology and therapeutic development. Multiplexed 

IF is limited by the crosstalk between overlapping dye emission spectra and non-specific 

background, such as light scattering or sample autofluorescence. Similarly, non-specific 

background and the overlapping spectra of genetically encoded fluorescent proteins limit the 

multiplexing potential of dynamic, live-cell imaging of PPIs. HTS based on cell–free systems 

depends on the ability to obtain purified proteins. It occurs in artificial contexts that do not 

consider subcellular localization, post-translational modifications or competitive interaction with 

other cellular factors. Therefore, it does not discriminate against cytotoxic or membrane-

impermeable compounds. Several cell-based HTS screening methods, such as protein-fragment 

complementation assays (PCAs) and bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) based 

assays are well established, but they suffer from low signal-to-background ratio, or high rates of 

false positives/negatives.  

Time-gated luminescence imaging and detection using brightly emitting complexes of 

the lanthanide elements Tb(III) and Eu(III) offer several distinct advantages for 

immunofluorescence microscopy and for designing biosensors of protein function. Lanthanide 

complexes emit in multiple, well separated bands, and lanthanide emission lifetimes are on the 
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order of milleseconds.  These features can be leveraged to develop highly sensitive, multiplexed 

protein imaging and screening assays based on Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) 

between a Tb(III) or Eu(III) complex donor and a fluorescent protein acceptor. The donor 

emission can be easily filtered from sensitized acceptor emission, and is able to sensitize 

multiple differentially colored acceptors. While short-lived non-specific background, directly 

excited acceptor fluorescence, and autofluorescence are eliminated by time-gating, where pulsed 

light excites specimens and a short delay is implemented before the detector starts collecting 

light. 

The main objectives of the studies in this dissertation were to expand the application of 

time-gated luminescence imaging in live cells and tissues, and to develop lanthanide-based 

biosensors for quantitative FRET imaging and HTS of PPIs in living cells with high sensitivity 

and signal-to-noise ratio. Chapter 1 describes characteristics of lanthanide complexes, principle 

of time-gated method and background on relevant scientific concepts. In Chapter 2, the 

feasibility of extracellular Tb-to-QD FRET biosensing was demonstrated by immunostaining 

different epitopes of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) with QD- and Tb-antibody 

conjugates in A431 cells. By eliminating the non-specific background, time-gated luminescence 

microscopy (TGLM) enables the visualization of various markers and intermolecular, Tb(III)-to-

dye FRET on FFPE tissue. Results also indicate the compatibility of TGLM with H&E staining 

in certain protocols. In Chapter 3, quantitative TGLM results from single chain lanthanide-based 

FRET biosensors were provided. Time-gated detection of PPIs and/or their inhibition were 

performed in multi-well plate with lysised cells or live mammalian cells. High quality data were 

obtained by the indication of Z’ factor and strictly standardized mean difference (SSMD). The 

results strongly implicate the potential of lanthanide-based single-chain biosensors for hit 
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selection in HTS assays. 

The final chapter of the thesis describes further application of the biosensors developed 

in Chapter 3. The interaction between protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 12C (PPP1R12C) 

and its catalytic subunit alpha isozyme (PPP1CA), and their inhibition with a short peptide or 

other regulatory domain will be investigated to validate the ability of the biosensors to be utilized 

in HTS to discover effective small molecule inhibitors of PPIs. Finally, a new method, which 

combines split-DHFR and time-gated FRET, is proposed for mapping protein network or 

identifying potential hits of designated PPIs in living mammalian cells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION
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This thesis details the efforts for time-gated luminescence imaging on immunolabeled 

cells and human tissues, and development of lanthanide-based biosensors for quantitative FRET 

imaging and HTS of PPIs in living cells. The introductory part explicitly illustrates the photo-

physical characteristics of lanthanide complexes, principle of time-gated method, the concept of 

FRET and the development of FRET biosensors.  Additionally, it provides background 

information about multiplexed immunohistochemistry (mIHC). The importance of PPIs and HTS 

in drug discovery is also described with stage of current investigating technologies. 

1.1 Lanthanide complexes as luminescent probes and time-gated detection 

1.1.1 Chemical and photo-physical properties of lanthanide complexes 

Complexes of the lanthanide elements Tb(III) and Eu(III) emit in multiple narrow-line 

bands and possess µs-ms long lifetime (Figure 1A and B). These two unique characteristics 

have been extensively leveraged for intracellular imaging and biosensing of protein-protein 

interactions.  

Shielding of lanthanide 4f orbitals by larger radial expansion of their 5s
2
5p

6
 orbitals 

results in minimal perturbation by the ligand field, and therefore four narrow spectral bandwidths 

at 490 nm, 545 nm, 587 nm, and 620 nm, separately. Parity forbidden 4f-4f transitions of 

lanthanide elements lead to their long life time and low molar absorption coefficient (< 1 M
-1

cm
-

1
)
2
. Hence, an “antenna” moiety is required to overcome the low extinction coefficients of 

lanthanide ions to achieve efficient excitation
2
. The chelate in antenna is usually 

polyaminocarboxylate chelate, such as diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA), or 

triethylenetetraaminehexaacetic acid (TTHA). It binds to Tb(III) or Eu(III), and protects it from 

the solvent environment. The organic chromophore in antenna contains small singlet-triplet 

energy gap and a triplet energy at least 1500 cm
-1

 above the lanthanide emissive energy
3
. DTPA 
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or TTHA moieties are commonly attached to 7-amino-4-methyl-2(1H)-quinolinone (carbostyril 

124; or cs124) fluorophore to serve as the antenna
4
. After chelating with Tb(III), these 

complexes exhibit high extinction coefficients and quantum yields at their long-wavelength 

absorption maxima of 342 nm
5
. Lumi4 is a macrocyclic probe, which incorporates four  

hydroxyisophthalamide  sensitizers  directly  into  the  chelating  portion  of  the  molecule 

(Figure 1C). A variety of Lumi4-Tb(III) complexes have been developed for time-resolved 

FRET imaging and biosensing, owing to their high extinction coefficient (21,000 M
-1

 cm
-1

) at 

340 nm, excellent stability and quantum yield (>50%)
6
. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Characteristics of Tb(III) complex and Structure of Lumi4-Tb.  (A) Time-

gating detection of luminescence signals in the microsecond to millisecond range (green-

shaded region) and elimination of nanosecond-scale fluorescence background. Depicted are 

single exponential decay curves with time constants of 2 ns (red line) and 2 ms (green line). 

The x axis is log10 time in seconds. (B) Normalized absorption (blue) and emission (green) 

spectra of Lumi4-Tb. (C) Amine-reactive analog of Lumi4-Tb. Reprinted with permission 

from Chen,T.; Hong, R.; Magda, D.; Bieniarz, C.; Morrison, L.; Miller, L. Anal. Chem., 

89(23): 12713-12719, 2017. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
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1.1.2 Application of lanthanide complexes in time-resolved FRET study 

FRET-based biosensors are extensively utilized in solution-phase assays
7,8

 , 

biomolecular imaging with time-gated luminescence microscope
9
, and HTS applications

10
. 

Conventional FRET techniques using steady-state detection mode restrict the practical 

application of FRET biosensors, because the sensitivity of fluorescence detection is severely 

compromised by interference of non-specific background and autofluorescence, especially for 

those involving the UV-excited organic dyes or QDs
11

. Whereas, time-resolved FRET employing 

bright lanthanide complexes as donors provides remarkably high signal-to-noise ratio for 

luminescent biodetection
12,4

. 

The multiple, narrow emission bands of lanthanide complexes not only attenuate the 

donor emission bleedthrough into acceptor detection channel, but also afford multiplexing 

imaging or detection possibility, where two or more different colored acceptors are sensitized 

with single-wavelength, near-UV excitation. Long-lived (ms) lanthanide-sensitized acceptor 

emission can be distinctly measured after a 50-150 µs delay in the time-resolved detection 

method, when the ns-scale background, and directly excited acceptor luminescence rapidly decay 

and be extinguished (Figure 2). Hence, lanthanide-based time-resolved FRET is an effective 

strategy to completely eliminate the optical interference and cell/tissue autofluorescence in 

microscopy imaging
4
, and bypass background fluorescence from assay buffer and reagents in 

HTS assay
13

. 
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Figure 2.  Principle of time gated detection method 

 

 

 

1.2 FRET imaging and FRET-based biosensors 

1.2.1 FRET and FRET imaging 

Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) is the non-radiational transfer of energy 

between an excited donor and a nearby acceptor. The FRET efficiency is defined as the 

probability of energy transfer per donor excitation event. It is inversely proportional to the sixth 

power of the distance between the donor and the acceptor, and therefore sensitive to small 

distance changes in a scale of <10 nm
14

. Usually, bimolecular FRET constructs are suitable for 

monitoring protein-protein interactions (PPIs), whereas unimolecular FRET constructs are used 

to detect protein conformational changes
14

. 

In a FRET pair, excitation of a donor results in the quenching of donor emission and  

the increase of acceptor emission. Intensity-based FRET imaging methods monitor the intensity 

of donor fluorescence with/without the photobleaching of acceptor, the sensitized fluorescence 

changes of acceptor, or the ratio between the donor and acceptor intensity
15

. While fluorescence 

decay-kinetics methods are established by determining the donor phtotobleaching rate, the 
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decrease of donor lifetime
16

, or measuring fluorescence polarization
17

.  

Acceptor bleaching is a straightforward method to quantify FRET, especially between 

cyan-emitting variant of green fluorescent protein (CFP) and yellow-emitting variant (YFP)
18

. 

However, this method is destructive and therefore not compatible with timelapse imaging in 

living cells.  The dual-emission ratio method, or two-color ratio imaging, is used to assess 

sensitized acceptor emission. It excites the sample at donor excitation wavelength, and 

repetitively measures the ratio of fluorescence intensity at corresponding donor emission peaks 

versus those of the acceptor
19

. Yet, the simple measurement of donor/acceptor intensity and their 

ratio can be affected by some interfering factors, such as uncertain stoichiometry of acceptor to 

donor, direct excitation of acceptor at donor excitation wavelength (cross talk), and leakage of 

donor emission to FRET channel (bleed-through). Thus the dual-emission method is not as 

quantitative as monitoring donor fluorescence. Various strategies, for example, the usage of 

different filter combinations with samples that only contain the donor or the acceptor, have been 

developed to correct above interfering factors, or to incorporate wide-field and confocal 

microscopes
20,21

.  FRET  can also be quantified by fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy 

(FLIM), as lifetime is independent of fluorophore concentrations and insensitive to 

photobleaching. The time-domain fluorescence lifetime measurement in combination with two-

photo excitation microscopy provides high sensitivity and spatial resolution, but requires long 

image acquisition time and complex data analysis
22

. Faster image acquisition can be achieved in 

frequency-domain lifetime measurement by equipment of a wide-field microscope with an image 

intensifier
23

. However, the requirement for donors with multiexponential decay excludes the use 

of many fluorescent proteins (FP). 

1.2.2 Fluorescent proteins-based FRET biosensors 
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FRET-based biosensors are commonly involved in biomedical processes to monitor 

protein-protein interactions, study dynamics of enzyme activities, or metabolite 

concentrations
24,25

. With the combination of multiple FRET biosensors, the spatial and temporal 

resolution of several biological events can be investigated in the same cell
26

. But introduction of 

exogenous biosensors into one cell for multispectral imaging can increase phototoxicity and 

cause perturbation to the cell physiology. 

Over the past decade, integrated FRET biosensors based on two differently colored 

fluorescent proteins have been developed for intermolecular and intramolecular FRET study 

(Figure 3). Unlike organic dyes, fluorescent proteins are designed to target subcellular 

compartments, introduced into various tissues or intact organisms, but rarely cause phototoxicity. 

Thus, fluorescent proteins are capable of responding to a much great variety of biological events. 

Dual-chain biosensors detect intermolecular FRET in real time upon interaction between two 

protein partners. So far, they have been utilized to study oligomerization state of different G-

protein coupled receptors (GPCR)
27

, transcription factor homo- or heterodimerization
28

, and 

many other PPIs. But the variation in the expression level of two proteins hinders the accurate 

ratiometric imaging of dual-chain biosensors. On the other hand, single-chain biosensors contain 

two fluorescent proteins connected by a linker. Conformational change of the linker alters the 

distance or orientation between two partners, leading to a change in the FRET signal. This design 

has been applied successfully for ratiometic microscopy to detect NS3-4A protease activities in 

hepatitis C virus
29

,  Ca
2+

 dynamics
30

, or Rho  GTPase  activities
31

. 
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Figure 3. Design of FRET biosensors. Conformational change in single-chain biosensor and 

interaction between dual-chain biosensor results in change in sensitized acceptor emission 

due to FRET.  D: donor fluorophore; A: acceptor fluorophore. 

 

 

 

Advances in fluorescence microscopy and the continuing efforts to engineer new 

variants of GFP with altered colors and improved photophysical properties render the FP-based 

FRET biosensors as powerful tools to investigate complex biological processes in living cells. 

However, some limitations need to be taken into consideration when design and use the FP-

based FRET biosensors. First, in spite of the various color variants reported, cross talk caused by 

the broad excitation and emission spectra profiles of FPs (Figure 4A) still hampers the 

development of compatible FRET pairs for simultaneous ratiometric imaging of multiple cellular 

events in a single cell
32

. Second, the large size of FPs results in the maximal FRET efficiencies 

as low as 40% in practical
33

. Third, the weak dimerization of FPs should be eliminated by 

including mutations in the experiments
34

.  Overall, numerous efforts are undergoing to improve 

the quality of FPs-based FRET biosensors for multiplexed imaging in live cells to fully explore 

the colocalization and interaction of analytes. This involves the development of fluorescent 
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probes with novel spectral properties
35

, increase of the response kinetics or detecting 

specificity
36

. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Excitation and emission spectra profiles of FPs (A), and QDs (B). 

 

 

 

1.2.3. Quantum dots-based FRET biosensors 

The remarkable properties of colloidal nanocrystalline semiconductors-quantum dots 

(QDs) have gained them great reputation as FRET biosensors in biological context. QDs have 

broad and strong absorption spectra, which span from the ultraviolet to the visible wavelengths 

depending on the particle size. Their narrow, size-tunable photoluminescence (Figure 4B), high 

phtotostability, strong resistance to photobleaching, and high sensitivity when conjugated with 

other biomolecular probes also contribute to their unique properties 
37,38

.  Hence, a series of 

QDs-based biosensors have been employed to detect small molecules, enzymatic processes, and 

protein cancer markers
39,40

. 
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QDs often act as FRET donors in the QDs-based FRET biosensors. As their spectral 

overlap integral can be tuned and optimized to minimize direct acceptor excitation, crosstalk 

between QDs and dye is therefore reduced; the assemble of concentric multiple acceptors 

increases  FRET efficiency, and facilitates multiplexed imaging in bioanalytical assays. In 

contrast, it is complicated to use QDs as FRET acceptors. The principle challenge arises from the 

fact that QDs are more efficiently excited than most potential donors because of their broad 

absorption and large extinction coefficients (Figure 4B). Additionally, the energy transfer using 

optical excitation and QDs is not viable due to the longer excited-state lifetimes of QDs ( ≥ 10 

ns) than those of  fluorescent dye donors ( ≤ 5 ns)
34

.  So far, several solutions have been provided 

to overcome above limitations. Luminescent lanthanide (Ln) complexes with millisecond 

excited-state lifetime have been employed as donors, allowing the QDs excited-state to decay 

prior to energy transfer. This method offers several advantages, such as improved sensitivity of 

biosensor by the high brightness of QDs and signal amplification resulting from sequential FRET 

of several Ln complexes to the same QD, the versatility provided by attaching several 

biomolecules and fluorophores to the QD surface, and excellent capacity for multiplexing 

offered by the large spectral overlap of lanthanide-QD FRET pairs
41,42,43,44

. Alternatively, 

bioluminescent luciferase can be selected as donor to avoid optical excitation, while QDs can be 

preserved as ground state acceptors.
 
A two-color protease assay and a four color in vivo imaging 

have been demonstrated with this strategy
45

. Moreover, chemiluminescent donors can be utilized 

for multiplexed configurations sensing
46

. 

1.3 Multiplexed immunohistochemistry 

1.3.1 Immunohistochemistry on formalin-fixed paraffin embedded tissue 

Formalin-fixation and paraffin-embedding (FFPE) is a typical method for preparation of 
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histological tissue in clinics worldwide to diagnose many diseases. The routine formalin-fixation 

process cross-links proteins via the formation of methylene bridges among amino groups of basic 

amino acids
47

. Then the samples undergo dehydration in alcohol series, and are finally embedded 

in paraffin. In this way, both proteins and their post modifications (e.g., phosphorylations, 

glycosylations) are preserved so that tissues are kept in an excellent condition for 

histopathological analysis soon or even years later
48

. These samples present an incredible 

opportunity yet huge challenges to researchers.  

The antibody-based immunohistochemistry (IHC) is the standard method for protein 

detection in cells and tissue sections for clinical diagnosis. It provides valuable information about 

abundance and subcellular location of many biomarkers within a single biopsy, by using either 

brightfield (chromogenic) or fluorescent techniques. However, more powerful multiplexed IHC 

(mIHC) approaches are in strong demand to help investigate disease heterogeneity and disease-

driven biology mechanisms, as well as conserve limited tissues.  

1.3.2 Current techniques and their limitations 

Chromogenic mIHC involves one single primary antibody at a time, and multivalent 

(e.g.biotinylated) secondary antibodies conjugated to enzymatic reporters (horseradish 

peroxidase or alkaline phosphatase), that generate colored pigments by reacting with substrates, 

such as 3,3’-diaminobenzidine(DAB), or 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole (AEC). Despite its 

robustness and liableness for image acquisition and scoring, it is still challenging for colorimetric 

detection of more than three antigens using multiple enzyme-linked secondary antibodies
49

. 

Because the insoluble and dense deposits saturate easily, making it difficult for quantitative 

analysis due to nonlinear optical effects and low achievable dynamic ranges
50

. Moreover, 

virtually opaque regions will emerge in the tissue if multiple contrast agents are used in one 
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single tissue section. 

On the other hand, immunofluorescence (IF) techniques based on fluorescent reporters 

provide higher signal-to-noise ratio than chromogenic methods, offer larger fields of view and 

are compatible with common light microscopes
51,52

.  Multiple fluorophores, such as Alexa or Cy 

dyes, are available for IHC applications, but the multiplexing capability is limited by spectra 

overlap of fluorophores and the requirement for a complicated repertoire of species- and 

subtype-matched primary/secondary antibodies in indirect labeling protocol. Through careful 

selection of paired excitation/emission filter sets specific to the fluorophores, dichroic mirrors, 

and primary/secondary antibodies, a high level of multiplexing (˃ 4 labels at a time) is possible 

using conventional fluorescence microscope equipment
53

. Besides, great efforts have been put on 

extending the level of multiplexing by sequential cycles of staining, imaging and enzyme 

quenching. Here, methods to inactivate the enzyme include low-pH elution, high-temperature 

denaturation, and photoleaching
54,55

. Nevertheless, this labor intensive protocol still limits 

multiplexing due to tissue degradation after successive serial IHC assays
54.

 Recently, mass 

spectrometry immunohistochemistry (MSIHC) have been extensively reported for achieving 

simultaneous, high-order (potentially up to 100 elemental mass tag-labeled antibodies at the 

same time) multiplexed imaging, while avoiding the extended labeling and washing process
56,57

. 

MSIHC use antibodies labeled with metal chelator tags, such as isotopically pure lanthanides, to 

overcome the spectral overlap of fluorophores. The narrow and potentially completely resolvable 

peaks corresponding to the metals are measured by mass differences. Yet, the field of view with 

this technique is presently restricted to a few hundred µm
58

. 

Another limitation of IF is that non-specific background, such as autofluorescence from 

FFPE tissues, lowers sensitivity and dynamic range
59

. As a solution, time-gated luminescence 
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microscopy (TGLM) can be adopted to eliminate non-specific background and increase the 

multiplexing potential of IF. 

1.3.3 Signal amplification methods 

Since 1980s, catalyzed reporter deposition (CARD) has been introduced as an important 

tool to confidently detect cellular markers of low abundance, therefore deepens the 

understanding of complexed protein and gene expression pathways that define cancer-related 

diseases. It is later adopted for usage in IHC on FFPE tissue
60

, where specific signals arise from 

covalent binding of radical intermediate to proteins on tissue in close proximity to the site of 

generation. So far, two methods have been incorporated under the umbrella of CARD: tyramide 

signal amplification (TSA) and quinone methide signal amplification (QMSA). 

TSA method utilizes the catalytic activity of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) in the 

presence of H2O2 to convert tyramine to a highly reactive tyramide, which reacts preferentially 

with electron-rich amino acid residues on proteins in close proximity to label a target protein or 

nucleic acid sequence in situ
61

. QMSA method takes advantage of the reaction between an 

alkaline phosphatase (AP) and latent quinone methides (QMs) for signal amplification in IHC 

assays
62

. The covalent bonding make these two methods quantitative and uniquely suited for 

serial staining. If used at the same protocol, these two methods are ideal for fluorescent 

multiplexing by skipping the antibody elution and enzyme deactivation steps
62

.  

1.3.4 Hematoxylin & Eosin (H & E) staining 

A large number of archived clinical tissue specimens have been primarily stained with 

H&E for cancer diagnosis. Hematoxylin stains nucleic acids with a deep blue-purple color, while 

eosin stains proteins nonspecifically with a pink color. In a typical HE stained tissue, nuclei are 

stained blue and able to show varying cell-type- and cancer-type-specific patterns of 
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condensation of heterochromatin, while nucleoli stains with eosin show pink color. The 

cytoplasm and extracellular matrix have varying degrees of pink staining. If abundant 

polyribosomes are present, the cytoplasm will have a distinct blue cast
10

. Therefore, abundant 

structural information, with specific functional implications can be disclosed by H&E staining 

and used for prediagnosis. 

Nevertheless, the hematoxylin staining is incompatible with immunofluorescence 

protocols due to the block of light by hematoxylin and eosin. By using TGLM, we demonstrate 

that H&E stained specimens could be further immunostained to show subcellular localization of 

particular biomarkers.   

1.4 Protein-protein interactions as targets in drug discovery 

1.4.1 The importance of PPIs as therapeutic targets 

Within the biological processes of a cell, a giant and sophisticated network is formed by 

numerous molecular interactions. PPIs play pivotal roles among these interactions, as they are 

involved in many crucial pathways, such as signal transduction and immune responses
63

. 

Therefore, PPIs are closely linked to a wide variety of diseases, such as cancer, diabetes, and 

viral infections, thus represent a highly populated class of pharmaceutical targets in drug 

discovery
64,65

. For instance, infection with human papilloma virus (HPV) is the causative agent 

of some benign warts and cervical cancers, the interaction between viral transcription factor E2 

and viral helicase E1 is required for the viral life cycle and thus is an attractive target for antiviral 

therapies
66

. Small molecules or peptides that can disrupt the interaction between cytokine tumor-

necrosis factor (TNF) and its receptors TNFR1 and TNFR2, have been approved for treating 

arthritis
67

.  Furthermore, interaction between substrate adaptor protein Kelch-like ECH 

associated protein 1 (Keap1) and the nuclear factor erythroid related factor 2 (Nrf2) gained 
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growing interest as a therapeutic target in the regulation of cytoprotective responses in cells upon 

exposure to stressors
51

. 

1.4.2 Challenges and current strategies for targeting PPIs 

Despite the huge therapeutic potentials, enormous challenges still exist in targeting the 

interfaces between proteins by small molecules, which generally are cheaper, easier to synthesize 

and can be administered orally instead of by injection. The challenges include large and 

relatively flat PPIs sites, lack of deep pockets where a small molecule can dock, lack of natural 

ligands as starting points, and significant differences in the chemical space between PPI 

modulators (PPIMs) and conventional drug-like compounds 
68,69

. Fortunately, “hot spot”, or a 

sub-region with comparable dimension as the size of small organic molecules has been 

discovered. “Hot spot” contains a limited number of amino acid residues, but the particular 

spatial arrangement of functional groups mediates key interactions that contribute to binding 

affinity and selectivity. Therefore “hot spot” becomes a highly popular target to study small-

molecule perturbations
70,71, 72

. So far, a number of successful studies have been showed to target 

PPIs for treatment of some human diseases. Those PPIs include: interleukin-2 (IL-2) and the α-

chain of the IL-2 receptor (IL-2Rα)
73

, β-catenin and T-cell factor (TCF)
74

, B-cell lymphoma 2 

(Bcl-2) and Bcl-2-antagonist/killer (BAK)/ Bcl-2 antagonist of cell death (BAD)
75,76

. 

Over the past decade, huge progress has been made toward new strategies for targeting 

“hot spots” of PPIs. Structural-based designs (e.g. computational molecular modeling) can help 

with the identification of key peptide fragments and amino acids residues
77

. But various 

screening methods is required if the structural information is limited or unavailable.  Usually, 

PPIs are studied by either in vitro or in vivo assays. In vitro assays employ commonly used 

spectroscopic, electrophoretic, or affinity matrix–based techniques, such as nuclear magnetic 
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resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
78

, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
79, surface plasmon 

resonance (SPR)
80

, and pull-down assays
6
. These techniques are widely adopted for PPIs 

discovery and confirmation, but require protein purification, appropriate post-translational 

modification and careful control of interacting conditions (e.g. buffer composition, pH and co-

factor), as these assays are not performed in the cellular context of the PPIs and may lead to 

artifacts that do not reflect the native cell state. On the other hand, cell-based in vivo assays 

incorporate the physiological cellular environment for PPIs study, and are often designed based 

on yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) system, protein–fragment complementation, immunofluorescence, or 

FRET.   

Ever since its first development, Y2H has been modified into many variants and 

commonly applied for PPIs detection.  Generally, it is accomplished by attaching two distinct 

domains of eukaryotic transcription factors onto two proteins of interest.  The following 

activation of a related reporter gene indicates the interaction. Y2H is sensitive to detect weak 

PPIs, but it is also known that Y2H generates false positives due to the fact that the assays take 

place artificially in a specific cellular location (nucleus or plasma membrane)
81

. Protein–fragment 

complementation assays (PCAs) and their variants are based on reconstitution of a fluorescent 

reporter or functional enzymatic protein from the interaction of two proteins or protein 

fragments. They have been adopted to sensitively visualize synapses between specific sets of 

neurons and map membrane PPIs
34, 60

. Recently, reversible PCAs were developed to screen for 

compounds disrupting PPIs
82,83

. In addition, fluorescent two-hybrid (F2H) assays with assistance 

of microscope have been exploited to detect more than 50 PPIs located in different subcellular 

compartments, such as the nucleus, cytoplasm, and mitochondria
14, 84,85

. The reversibility feature 

of the F2H approach allows the visualization of PPI dynamics in real time within the 
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physiologically relevant environment. Alternative approaches utilizing FRET or 

bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) are also reported
51,86,87,88

.  

In pharmacology field, a variety of screening approaches (e.g. high-throughput 

screening) combined with above assays, are being developed to identify small molecules that 

target “hot-spots” of PPI interface, especially on the condition of  the limited or unavailable 

structurally information. 

1.5 High-throughput screening assay 

In modern drug discovery, pharmaceutical industries invest heavily in HTS systems to 

design and screen for drugs that target PPIs in pathways. As HTS is able to assess large numbers 

of compounds, proteins or genes within the biological events by automation and large dataset 

processing. The term of “High throughput” is now defined as testing of up to 100,000 

compounds per day by fully automated robotic systems
26

. 96-well microtiter plates are usually 

used in preliminary assays for rapid evaluation of compound bioactivity, and 384 or 1,536 

microliter plates are commonly found in parallel assays where the potential “hits” in chemical 

libraries tremendously increase. 

When combined with other cell-free or cell-based PPIs detection methods, HTS assays 

can help identify stimulators, inhibitors, or other biologically active small molecules from the 

vast small molecule libraries, protein libraries, genome wide siRNA/shRNA libraries or cDNA 

libraries. Target-based HTS assays identify molecules that selectively bind to and modulate the 

activity of a biological target; and phenotype-based HTS assays screen for molecules that 

selectively induce a desired phenotype in the cell or organism of interest.  

1.5.1 HTS assay design 

To perform effective HTS assays, both the primary and subsequent secondary designs 
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should be considered carefully
89

. The basic format of primary HTS is defined with the nature of 

response (increase, decrease, change in nature or location) to be measured, measurement 

parameter output, false positives in conditional assays, and duration of the response. Secondary 

screens, also referred to as follow-up assays, validate compounds targeting the intended 

biological interaction and eliminate false positives-generating compounds by testing in an 

independent assay that uses alternative biological readout of target activity or a different 

methodology. 

Regardless of the approach taken, several parameters must be optimized in the HTS 

protocols
89

: 1) sufficient sensitivity to identify compounds with low potency or efficacy; 2) 

stability of the biological response between wells and plates (reproducibility), which depends on 

assay reagents and hardware; 3) accuracy of the controls (positive and negative) as compared 

with the known targets; 4) economic feasibility as measured as cost per well.  

1.5.2 Quality control and hit selection 

An explosion in the rate of data generating in HTS assays necessitates appropriate 

experimental designs and analytic methods for both quality control (QC) and hit selection
90

. A 

variety of quality-assessment measurements, such as signal window, dynamic range, signal-to-

noise ratio, signal-to-background ratio, and Z’ factor, have been proposed to evaluate data 

quality
91

. Signal window measures the statistically significant difference between the maximum 

and minimum signal; dynamic range measures the ratio of mean signals between the positive and 

negative controls; signal-to-background ratio is defined as ratio between mean signal and mean 

background, which doesn’t contain any data variation information; signal-to-noise ratio is 

defined as: 

S:N=mean signal-mean backgroundstandard deviation of background                        Eqn. (I) 
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It is only an indication of the degree of confidence that a signal can be distinguished from 

background noise. All of these parameters do not consider variations from signal and 

background. Therefore, Z’ factor was proposed and then widely used in HTS as an indicator of 

data quality. It is calculated from the standard deviations and means of the maximum and 

minimum observed signal levels under controlled conditions (i.e., without library compounds 

present) according to equation I. 

np

np
Z










)(3
1'                                                               Eqn. (II) 

Z’-factor can vary between -1 and 1, with values >0.5 considered to be a very good assay, values 

˃ 0 considered acceptable, and < 0 an unacceptable assay 
92

. However, a high Z’ factor can be 

generated by very strong positive control, but may not realistically represent more moderate 

screening positives.  A less conservative indicator of quality, SSMD, can be calculated to 

accurately capture the clear differences between the high and low populations and used for hit 

identification
93

. For example, short-interfering RNA (siRNA) or short hairpin RNA (shRNA) 

libraries are screened in large-scale to identify new factors involved in the molecular pathways of 

diseases
94

. However, siRNA screens were less robust than small-molecule screens and contain 

more moderate screening positives
93

. Roughly speaking, SSMD is the ratio of mean to the 

standard deviation of the difference between two groups (e.g., plate wells containing positive and 

negative controls).  For positive and negative controls in a plate with sample means µp and µn, 

and sample variances p
2
 and n

2
, SSMD may be calculated as, 

22

np

np









                                                                         Eqn. (III)  

The value of SSMD will be positive or negative depending on the assay type (activation or 

inhibition), and the SSMD-based quality control criteria for evaluating assay performance using 
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a very strong positive control is as follows: extremely strong,  ≥ 5; very strong, 5 >  ≥ 3; 

strong, 3 >  ≥ 2; fairly strong, 2 >   ≥ 1.645; moderate, 1.645 > β ≥ 1.28; fairly moderate, 1.28 

>  ≥ 1; fairly weak, 1 >  ≥ 0.75; weak, 0.75 >  ≥ 0.5; very weak, 0.5 >  ≥ 0.25; and 

extremely weak,  ≤ 0.25
95

. 

Overall, two or more metrics can be calculated simultaneously to effectively validate 

the HTS assay protocol, or to determine the assay performance. 

1.5.3 HTS assay formats 

HTS assays can be performed in the cell-free biochemical context or cell-based native 

environment, providing benefits and limitations from different aspects. Biochemical HTS 

incorporate enzyme-linked immunosorbant assay (ELISA)-type assay formats, mix-and-read 

assay formats and bead-based assays. And cell-based HTS assays are categorized as reporter 

complementation, resonance energy transfer and protein redistribution method
89

.  

ELISA-type assays are based on the antibody and enzyme-based detection. They are 

very sensitive, as the readouts are amplified by an enzyme. They are also flexible designs in the 

ways of protein attachment to the plate surface (passive adsorption or biotinylation/avidin 

capture), second protein detection methods (direct or indirect labeling), or enzyme detection 

methods (colorimetric, fluorogenic, or luminogenic reactions)
96

. Its non-enzymatic format is 

called dissociation-enhanced lanthanide fluorescent immunoassay (DELFIA), where the 

lanthanide ion is bound to the affinity reagent through a chemical linkage, emits fluorescence 

upon adding of a proprietary detergent mixture and the signal is detected through time-resolved 

fluorescence. However, ELISA-type assays involve multiple incubation and washing steps, 

which disrupt the weak PPIs (Kd > 1 μM), and make the assays time-consuming for automated 

screening. In addition, extra assays with different formats or methods are required to demonstrate 
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the specificity of potential inhibitors.   

Fluorescence-based detection methods, such as fluorescence polarization (FP)
97

, 

FRET
98

, time-resolved FRET
10

, and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)
99

, are extensively 

used as mix-and-read HTS formats. FP assays monitor the change in polarization upon the 

binding of a fluorescently labeled small molecule or peptide to a protein. No washing, incubation 

or separation steps are required during the assay. But FP is sensitive to optical interference and 

fluorescence from the test compounds. FRET and TR-FRET methods are flexible with a large 

number of available dyes and fluorescent proteins. They are usually performed in ratiometric 

assays to reduce the effects of autofluorescence and spectral interference from media and test 

compounds. FACS is also common in application of surface display, in vitro 

compartmentalization (IVTC), GFP-reporter assays and product entrapment to study enzyme 

activities.  

Amplified luminescent proximity homogeneous assay (ALPHA), one of the bead-based 

formats, monitors fluorescent signal as energy transfer from donor beads (containing a 

photosensitizer-phthalocyanine to convert ambient oxygen to singlet oxygen upon illumination at 

680 nm) to acceptor beads (rubrene or europium chelate as the final fluorophore) upon binding 

of two molecules captured on the beads. The high sensitivity and large distance range (200 nm) 

increase their application in HTS settings. 

In summary, the cell-free biochemical assays provide data set easily to validate and 

interpret, and lack of interference from components in a complex cell environment yields robust 

results (e.g. high dynamic range, or Z’ factor). However, accomplishments of the assays require 

significant quantities of pure proteins, optimization of potential hits for cell permeability and 

acceptable toxicity profile. 

https://www.bmglabtech.com/homogenous-time-resolved-fluorescence/
https://www.bmglabtech.com/homogenous-time-resolved-fluorescence/
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Cell-based reporter assays are adopted to overcome the limitations of biomedical assay. 

Intracellular PPIs can be studied in a physiological context, where co-activators, co-repressors, 

post-translational modifications or some other cellular factors are provided.  Proteins that are 

difficult or costly to be purified (e.g. membrane proteins) can also be incorporated. Moreover, 

multiple PPIs in the pathways are possible to be detected and screened via multiplexing methods, 

while cytotoxic or membrane-impermeable compounds are discriminated. Protein-fragment 

complementation assays (PCA) involve two proteins of interest fused to complementary 

fragments of a reporter protein (β-lactamase, GFP, YFP or luciferase). The reporter protein 

activity is recovered only if PPI occurs
82,34

. The low sensitivity of the method has been improved 

by engineering two split horseradish peroxidase fragments through screening of 17 cut sites in 

HRP and directed evolution, fusing them to two extracellular proteins to enable sensitive 

visualization of synapses between specific sets of neurons
34

. FRET and TR-FRET assays are 

very popular due to their high sensitivity and multiplexing potential
100,10

. In bioluminescence 

resonance energy transfer (BRET) based assays, a bioluminescent enzyme acting as a donor to 

provide photos to an acceptor fluorophore in close proximity and generate a signal, which can be 

measured quickly and reversibly for detection of dynamic PPIs
101

. BRET is also extremely 

valuable for real-time monitoring of PPIs for functional and regulatory research
61

. Finally, 

successful high content screening assays for monitoring protein relocalization  has been 

developed by combining FRET with microscopy imaging within cells
102,103

.  

Despite the multiple advantages provided by cell-based screening assays, their broad 

application in HTS to discover potential “hits” are still hindered by some problems, such as 

protein sequestration at non-physiological sites, low signal-to-background ratio, or high rates of 

false positives/negatives. Ideally, HTS assays with different formats should be performed 
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simultaneously to exclude all possible artifacts or interferences, and identify small molecules as 

potential drugs. 

 



 
 

 
 

CHAPTER 2 

TIME GATED LUMINESCENCE IMAGING OF IMMUNOLABELED CELLS AND 

HUMAN TISSUES 
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The extracellular Tb-to-QD FRET biosensing experiment is part of the paper originally 

published as “Afsari, H. A. ; Cardoso Dos Santos, M.; Lindén S.; Chen, T.; et,al. Time-gated 

FRET nanoassemblies for rapid and sensitive intra- and extracellular fluorescence imaging.  

Science Advances 2(6): e1600265, 2016”.  Reprinted with permission from AAAS. 

Time-gated luminescence imaging of human tissues results are published as “Chen,T.; 

Hong, R.; Magda, D.; Bieniarz, C.; Morrison, L.; Miller, L. Anal. Chem. 89(23): 12713-12719, 

2017”.  Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society”. 

2.1 Introduction 

To date, the specific and sensitive immunostaining of biomarkers in cells or tissues with 

antibodies remains the common choice for fluorescence imaging. Immunofluorescence 

microscopy (IFM) enables quantitative analysis of protein expression levels, heterogeneity and 

spatial relationships among multiple markers with dimensions ranging from the sub-cellular to 

tissue level
104,105,106

, as it offers high spatial resolution (sub-micron) and a large field of view
52

.   

A variety of FRET-based biosensors have been developed for immunofluorescence 

imaging of PPIs, second messenger dynamics and enzyme activities in live cell context
25

. The 

toolbox of FP-based FRET biosensors continues to fill as enormous research are undergoing to 

expand the spectra file of fluorescent proteins and improve the microscopic technology
107

. 

However, the broad excitation and emission spectra profiles of FPs hamper the development of 

compatible FRET pairs for simultaneous ratiometric imaging of multiple cellular events in a 

single cell
105

. And the requirement for acquisition and processing of two or three images per 

frame leads to lower signal-to-noise ratio and temporal resolution
108,109

.  

On the other hand, the multiplexing potential of IFM suffers from the limited number of 

secondary antibodies that can be applied to a single sample.  Sequential cycles of staining, 
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imaging and enzyme quenching can overcome these limitations to a certain extent, but problems 

such as tissue degradation and experimental complexity still exist
49

. Another limitation of IFM is 

that non-specific background, such as light scattering or autofluorescence from FFPE tissues, 

lowers sensitivity and dynamic range. Being considered as the next generation approach in IHC, 

mass spectrometry can potentially detect up to 100 elemental mass tag-labeled antibodies, yet the 

field of view is presently limited to a few hundred µm
58,57

.  Therefore, strong demand arises for a 

straightforward approach to visualize several markers on a single sample with maximized 

sensitivity, simple instrumentation and sample preparation. 

The FRET pair combination of luminescent Tb
3+

 complexes (LTCs) as donors and QDs 

as acceptors, along with time-gated luminescence microscopy (TGLM) off er several unique 

advantages over FP-based IF imaging systems. LTCs emit at multiple narrow bands, which 

reduce the bleedthrough of Tb signal to sensitized acceptor channel and facilitate multiplexing. 

The ms-long excited-state lifetime of LTCs allows decay of the ns-scale light scattering, directly 

excited acceptor fluorescence, and autofluorescence background before the detector start 

collecting light in time-gating method.  These features have been successfully leveraged in the 

solution phase assays to quantify human epidermal receptor (HER) expression and dimerization 

in patients’ tumor samples
8
, or realize ultrasensitive multiplexed biosensing

7
. They are also 

engaged in biomolecular imaging to detect protein-protein interactions on cell membranes
110

, 

visually inspect lanthanide-stained microorganisms
111

, or reveal the impact of GPCR 

oligomerization on internalization processes
112

.  

The color tunability and spectrally broad molar absorptivity of QDs further improve the 

LTCs-based FRET in several aspects: the Tb-QD FRET pairs enlarge the FRET distance range 

from <10 nm to ~ 20 nm because they already provided up to 11 nm Förster distances (the donor-
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acceptor distance of 50% FRET efficiency)
113

; high sensitivity is achieved by the high brightness 

of QDs and sequential FRET from several Tb
3+

 complexes to the same QD; the ability to attach 

several biomolecules and fluorophores to the QD surface provides versatility. Therefore, Tb-to-

QD FRET has been applied extensively for spectroscopic biosensing and cellular 

imaging
114,115,41

. Yet so far, Tb-QD FRET immunolabeling has only been used for heterogeneous 

and homogeneous solutions
116,42

, its application for intra- and extracellular imaging is still 

missing. 

Herein, we demonstrate the feasibility of extracellular Tb-to-QD FRET biosensing by 

immunostaining different epitopes of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) with QD- and 

Tb-antibody conjugates in A431 cells. Two different therapeutic antibodies (cetuximab and 

matuzumab), or nanobodies (EgA1 and EgB4) that recognize different epitopes on the EGFR 

R17-18 were conjugated to Tb and QDs, respectively. A robust intramolecular Tb-to-QD FRET 

signal was observed on the surface of cultured A431 cells.  

In addition, as TGLM provides higher contrast than conventional, steady state (SS) IF 

due to the elimination of non-specific background, we were able to visualize various markers 

including Ki-67, e-cadherin (E-cad), Bcl-6, Bcl-2, MSH-6 and CD-20 immulabled by Lumi4-Tb-

conjugated, secondary antibodies. Two-component imaging of Tb(III) and fluorescent dye 

signals on the same specimens are also demonstrated.  Tyramide signal amplification (TSA) 

method enables us to visualize intermolecular, Tb(III)-to-dye FRET by co-depositing both 

Lumi4-Tb alone or with various organic dyes to the same target protein.  Finally, we show that 

TGLM with Lumi4-Tb is compatible with H&E staining in certain protocols, a potentially useful 

trait for further evaluation of archived FFPE tissues. 
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Materials 

A431 cells (CRL-1555) and HeLa cells (CCL-2) were purchased from American Type 

Culture Collection. Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (DMEM, 10-014 CV), Eagle’s minimum 

essential medium (EMEM, 10-010 CV), Phosphate buffer saline (PBS, 21-014 CV), Dulbecco’s 

phosphate buffer saline (DPBS, 21-030 and 21-031), 0.25% trypsin/0.53 mM EDTA and 0.25% 

trypsin/2.21 mM EDTA were purchased from Corning Cellgro®. MEM non-essential amino 

acids (11140), DMEM (no phenol red, 21063) and HEPES (15630-080) were purchased from 

Gibco®. Antibodies (Cetuximab-QD650 and Matuzumab-Lumi4(Tb)) and nanobodies (EgA1-

Lumi4(Tb) and EgB4-QD650) were provided by Prof. Niko Hildebrandt. Lumi4-NH2 was 

provided by Lumiphore, Inc. 8-well chambered coverglass (12-565-470) was purchased from 

Nunc™. 

2.2.2 Cell culture  

A431 cells were maintained in EMEM (+) (Eagle’s minimum essential medium 

supplemented with 10% FBS, 1X MEM non-essential amino acids) at 37 °C and 5% CO2. The 

cells were passaged with 0.25% trypsin/0.53 mM EDTA. HeLa cells were maintained in DMEM 

(+) (DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS, 1X MEM non-essential amino acids and 15 mM 

HEPES) at 37 °C and 5% CO2. The cells were passaged with 0.25% trypsin/2.21 mM EDTA. 

2.2.3 Cell surface labeling with antibodies/nanobodies 

Cells were trypsinized and seeded at 23,000 cells/well in an 8-well chambered 

coverglass and incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO2 overnight. The following day, the cells were 

washed three times with DPBS (+Ca/+Mg), 100 μL of various combination of QD/Tb attached 
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antibodies or nanobodies ( in DMEM without FBS) were added to different wells, and the cells 

were incubated for 30 min at 37 °C and 5% CO2 incubator. The cells were washed again with 

DPBS (+Ca/+Mg) and 150 μL of 1mM patent blue V solution in DMEM (without phenol red) 

was added to the well to quench extracellular luminescence from non-specifically adsorbed 

probe. 

2.2.4 Immunolabeled FFPE tissues 

All the tissue treatment and staining procedures were performed by Ventana. 

2.2.5 Time-gated and steady-state microscopies 

Images of Tb(III) labeled markers and Tb-mediated FRET were acquired using a wide-

field, time-gated luminescence microscope that uses a UV light-emitting diode(LED) for pulsed 

excitation and an ICCD camera for gated detection. The design, operation, and characterization 

of the microscope system have been described extensively
117,118

.  For each TG image acquisition, 

the signal from multiple excitation/emission events was accumulated on the ICCD sensor and 

read out at the end of the camera frame. The camera control software enabled summation of 

multiple frames to yield a single composite TIFF image with a bit depth equal to 1024 multiplied 

by the number of frames. All images were summations of four frames (bit depth, 4096), and a 

feature of the camera control software was enabled that removes large variations in signal 

resulting from ion feedback noise of the intensifier. The UV LED source and the ICCD timing 

parameters were the same for all of the time-resolved images and data presented here: excitation 

pulse width, 1500 μs, pulse period, 3000 μs, delay time, 10 μs, intensifier on-time, 1480 μs. 

Sensitivity was modulated by either varying the frame length (and thus, the number of 

integrations) or the intensifier gain voltage. All TG images were acquired at an intensifier gain of 
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833 V. The emission filters and all detector timing and gain parameters for each tissue imaging 

figure in the text are provided in Table 1. 

Steady state fluorescence images of markers labeled with various dyes or QDs were 

captured by a conventional CCD camera (Axiocam MrM, Carl Zeiss, Inc.) mounted on the front 

port of the microscope. A white light LED (UHP-T-LED-White, Stanford Photonics, Inc.) was 

available for continuous wave fluorescence excitation. Filter cubes containing the appropriate 

excitation and emission filters and dichroic allowed for wavelength selection.  

2.2.6 Image processing 

Raw, 12-bit images were imported into NIH ImageJ (v1.42q or v1.51j8) for all 

processing operations including cropping, contrast adjustment, and quantitative analysis
119

. TG 

FRET images were corrected for spectral bleedthrough of the Tb donor signal into the FRET 

channel. Bleedthrough correction for Tb-to-QD FRET images was accomplished by measuring 

signals from many cells (>100) containing Lumi4-NH2(Tb) probe in both the Tb emission 

channel (494  10 nm) and the FRET emission channels (655  20 nm). Bleedthrough correction 

for immunolabeled tissues was accomplished by measuring signals from many ROIs (>20) of 

cells containing Lumi4-Tb probe in both the Tb emission channel (494 ± 10 nm) and the FRET 

emission channels (605 ± 7 nm, 520 ± 10 nm, and 710 ± 20 nm). The FRET channel signal was 

plotted as a function of the Tb channel signal, a line was fit to the data, and the slope of that line 

was taken to be the correction constant. The correction constant for the 655  20 nm and 605 ± 7 

emission channels was 0.142, 0.122, respectively. Bleedthrough of Tb signal into the 520± 10 nm 

and 710 ±10 nm were negligible. The Tb channel image was multiplied by the appropriate 

bleedthrough correction constant, and the resulting image was subtracted from the FRET channel 

image to yield the true FRET image.  Heatmap representations of image S/N were prepared by 
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measuring the mean pixel gray value from multiple ROIs within a given image that lacked cells.  

Then, the original image was divided by the mean background value, and a color lookup table 

was applied to generate the S/N map. 

Brightfield images of hematoxylin staining were generated with the same monochrome 

camera used for recording luminescence images by switching to the microscope transmission 

mode with tungsten lamp illumination.  Images were recorded with a red (Edmund Optics, 

46545), green (Edmund Optics, 46546), and blue (Edmund Optics, 46547) transmitting filters 

placed in the light path and flat-field correction in each bright field channel were performed as 

follows. For each channel, 20 dark frames and 20 bright field images were stacked, converted to 

32 bits, and median-filtered (radius 1), and each stack was averaged. The flat-field average was 

divided by the mean intensity of its central nine pixels to generate a normalized flat-field image. 

For each sample image, a median filter (radius 1) was applied and the master dark frame was 

subtracted. The resulting image was then divided by the normalized, master flat-field image, and 

the mean value of the detector offset was added back to the image. The processed images were 

then merged to form the brightfield color composite image.  For combining with a luminescence 

image, each pixel of the red-filtered transmission image was divided by the maximum pixel 

value, the logarithm taken, and multiplied by -1 to approximate absorbance, and the absorbance 

image was then merged with the luminescence image. 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Extracellular Tb-to-QD FRET using immunostaining 

To demonstrate the feasibility of extracellular Tb-to-QD FRET biosensing by 

immunostaining with different kinds of antibodies, we used cetuximab and matuzumab 

antibodies and EgA1 and EgB4 single-domain VHH (variable domain of heavy chain) antibodies 
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(nanobodies) that recognize different epitopes of EGFR
120,121

. eBioscience eFluor 650NC QDs 

emitting at 650 nm (QD650) were surface-functionalized with cetuximab and EgB4, and 

ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) absorption spectroscopy revealed that the average degrees of 

labeling (DOLs) were approximately 6.8 cetuximab per QD650 and 18.1 EgB4 per QD650. 

Matuzumab and EgA1 were reacted with N –hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) – functionalized 

Lumi4-Tb, and the DOLs were ca. 4.1 Tb per matuzumab and 2.2 Tb per EgA1. We then 

incubated live A431 cells in culture medium that contained QD650-cetuximab (9.5 nM) and 

matuzumab-Tb (100 nM) for 30 min, washed the cells, and mounted them immediately on the 

microscope slide for imaging. TG imaging revealed robust, long-lived PL signals in both the Tb 

(494 nm) and the QD (650 nm) detection channels (Fig. 5A). Similar results were seen when 

A431 cells were co-incubated with the nanobody conjugates QD650-EgB4 and EgA1-Tb (Fig. 

5B). By contrast, hardly any appreciable long-lived TG signal was detectable in the QD channel 

when cells were incubated with QD conjugates or Tb conjugates alone (Fig. 5, C and D).  
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Figure 5. Extracellular Tb-to-QD FRET using immunostaining of EGFR. (A and B) Tb-

to-QD FRET detected on A431 cells with QD- and Tb-conjugated antibodies (A) and 

nanobodies (B). For both immunostaining approaches, the time-gated Tb (TG Tb PL) and 

QD (TG QD PL) channels reveal bright PL signals originating mainly from the cell 

membranes. (C and D) In contrast, staining with only QD-antibodies (C) or only Tb-

antibodies (D) does not result in TG PL in the QD channel (TG QD PL, right), and only the 

pure QD SS PL (C, SS QD PL, left) or the pure TG Tb PL (D, left) become visible. 

Excitation and emission wavelengths for the different detection channels were as follows: λex 

= 365 nm and λem = 494±10 nm for TG Tb PL, λex= 365 nm and λem = 655 ± 20 nm for TG 

QD PL, and λex = 545 ± 15 nm and λem= 610 ± 35 nm for SS QD PL. For TG images, the 

number of integrations was 220 and 110 for the TG Tb PL and TG QD PL channels, 

respectively. Tb-to-QD FRET channel images (TG QD PL) were corrected for spectral 

crosstalk, and each TG QD PL channel image in this figure ispresented at identical contrast. 

Scale bars, 20 µm. From (Afsari, H. A. ; Cardoso Dos Santos, M.; Lindén S.; Chen, T.; et,al. 

Time-gated FRET nanoassemblies for rapid and sensitive intra- and extracellular 

fluorescence imaging.  Science Advances 2(6): e1600265, 2016). Reprinted with permission 

from AAAS. 

 

 

 

Moreover, Tb-mediated FRET was undetectable on A431 cells colabeled with 

matuzumab-Tb and HER2-specific antibodies conjugated to a QD (Fig. 6), although TG Tb PL 

and steady-state (SS) QD PL could both be detected. Thus, by eliminating short-lived, 

nonspecific signals, intermolecular FRET between both two different immunoglobulin G 

antibodies and two different single-domain antibodies could be clearly visualized, which 
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demonstrated the applicability of the Tb-QD FRET pair for imaging protein-protein interactions 

on cell membranes. Moreover, this FRET system can also be used for a homogeneous (no 

separation or washing steps) imaging of proteins that express on cellular membranes, similar to 

FRET in vitro assays
42,122

. This application would be particularly interesting for live cell imaging 

or multiplexing. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Extracellular Tb-to-QD FRET is undetectable when Tb- and QD-conjugated 

antibodies are localized to different targets. A431 cells were incubated in culture medium 

that contained Tb-conjugated Matuzumab (100 nM; DOL, 4.0 Tb/antibody) and QD-

conjugated Pertuzumab (15 nM; DOL, 8 antibody/QD).  Matuzumab and Pertuzumab 

recognize EGFR and HER2, respectively.  While steady-state QD PL (left) and time-gated 

Tb PL (middle) are plainly visible, time-gated QD PL could not be detected, indicating a lack 

of FRET in this system.  Excitation and emission wavelengths for the different detection 

channels were: λex =365 nm and λem = 494 ± 10 nm for time-gated Tb (TG Tb PL), λex = 365 

nm and λem= 655 ± 20 nm for time-gated QD (TG QD PL), and λex = 545±15 nm and λem = 

610 ± 35 nm for steady-state QD (SS QD PL). For time-gated images, the number of 

integrations was 660 for both the TG Tb PL and TG QD PL channels.  Scale Bars: 20 µm.  

From (Afsari, H. A. ; Cardoso Dos Santos, M.; Lindén S.; Chen, T.; et,al. Time-gated FRET 

nanoassemblies for rapid and sensitive intra- and extracellular fluorescence imaging.  Science 

Advances 2(6): e1600265, 2016). Reprinted with permission from AAAS. 

 

 

 

2.3.2 TGLM on unamplified tissue specimens. 

We first sought to qualitatively compare TGLM and SS fluorescence images of 

indirectly labeled human tonsil tissue. FFPE specimens were stained with primary antibodies 
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targeting various markers including Ki-67, E-cadherin (E-cad), CD 20, Bcl-6. MSH-6, and Bcl-2.  

Following primary antibody labeling, the tissue specimens were labeled with the appropriate 

species-selective secondary antibodies that were conjugated to either Lumi4-Tb or Alexa Fluor 

488 (AF488) and then imaged.  Both SS and TGLM images exhibited the expected phenotype 

for each marker (Fig. 7).  

In order to highlight the orthogonality of time-gated and SS signals, tonsil tissue slides 

were co-stained with two primary antibodies; one, a rabbit antibody, was selective for Ki-67 or 

E-cad and the other, a mouse antibody, was selective for Bcl-6, MSH-6 or CD20.  The slides 

were then stained with goat-anti-rabbit (GAR) and goat-anti-mouse (GAM) secondary antibodies 

conjugated to either Lumi4-Tb or AF488 (GAR-Tb plus GAM-AF488 or GAM-Tb plus GAR-

AF488).  Visualization of both time-gated Tb(III) photoluminescence (TG Tb PL) and SS AF488 

PL made it possible to separately detect Lumi4-Tb-labeled and AF488-labeled markers in the 

same field of view (Fig. 8 A-C), thus adding a second signal dimension for multi-component IF. 
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Figure 7. Steady state and time-gated microscopy of immunolabeled tonsil tissue. 

FFPE slides were labeled with primary antibodies raised against Ki67, E-cad or CD-20 (A) 

or Bcl-6, MSH-6 or Bcl-2 (B), then stained with goat, anti-rabbit (GAR) or goat, anti-mouse 

(GAM) secondary antibodies conjugated to Lumi4-Tb or AF488 as indicated.  Micrographs 

depict steady state AF488 fluorescence (λex, 480 ± 20 nm and λem, 520 ± 10 nm) or time-

gated Tb(III) luminescence
 
(λex, 365 nm and λem, 494 ± 10 nm).  Scale Bars: 20 µm. 
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Figure 8. Time-gated detection eliminates non-specific fluorescence background, 

enhances signal-to-noise and separates unamplified Tb(III) luminescence from steady 

state fluorescence. 

FFPE tonsil tissue slides were co-labeled with primary rabbit antibodies raised against Ki67 

or E-cad and mouse antibodies raised against Bcl-6, MSH-6 or CD-20, then stained with 

goat, anti-rabbit (GAR) or goat, anti-mouse (GAM) secondary antibodies conjugated to 

Lumi4-Tb or AF488 as indicated.  (A-C) Micrographs depict time-gated Tb(III) 

photoluminescence (TG Tb PL, cyan; delay, 10 µs; λex, 365 nm; λem, 494 ± 10 nm), steady-

state AF488 photoluminescence (SS AF PL, magenta; λex, 480 ± 20 nm; λem, 520 ± 10 nm) or 

composite images of slides labeled with indicated antibody combinations.  Complete time-

gated imaging parameters are given in Table S1. Scale Bars: 20 µm. (D) Intensity modulated 

displays indicate signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) calculated from TG Tb PL and SS AF488 PL 

images of slides labeled with indicated antibody combinations. S/N maps were generated by 

subtracting the mean pixel gray values measured within image regions lacking specific 

signals, then dividing the background-subtracted images by the standard deviation of 

background gray values (S/N = (S – B̅)/B). Reprinted with permission from Chen,T.; Hong, 

R.; Magda, D.; Bieniarz, C.; Morrison, L.; Miller, L. Anal. Chem. 89(23): 12713-12719, 

2017. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
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The benefits of autofluorescence elimination can be seen by comparing TGLM images 

of Bcl-6 and MSH-6 to SS images of the same proteins (Fig. 8 A-B).  Bcl-6 and MSH-6 are 

expressed at lower levels than Ki-67, as can be seen in diaminobenzidine (DAB) IHC images 

(Fig. 9). Whereas the SS AF488 PL signal of these relatively low-abundance markers is difficult 

to distinguish from background, TG Tb PL is more clearly visible in individual cells.  The higher 

quality of TGLM images is emphasized in heat map representations of signal-to-noise ratio 

(S/N), calculated by dividing pixel gray value by the standard deviation of gray values measured 

in background regions of the respective images (Fig. 8D). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Ki-67 expressed at higher level than Bcl-6 or MSH-6. Brightfield images of 

FFPE tonsil tissue following diaminobenzidiene IHC. 

 

 

 

2.3.3 TGLM with signal amplification 

While unamplified Tb(III) signals are clearly visible above background (Figs. 7 and 8), 

signal strength, and therefore signal-to-noise ratio, is fundamentally limited by target abundance.  

Summation or averaging of many frames can be used to increase signal-to-noise ratio, but a 

strong signal is still needed for imaging rare targets. Therefore, we examined tyramide signal 

amplification (TSA) as a means of increasing overall Tb(III) signal strength.    
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TSA is an enzyme-catalyzed reporter deposition method that utilizes peroxidase-

antibody conjugates and derivatized tyramine substrates, fluorophores coupled to tyramine in the 

present study, to covalently label targets with many copies of the tyramine derivatives 
123

 . TSA 

is particularly useful for multiplexing because individual primary/secondary antibody 

combinations can be applied and removed and peroxidase inactivated sequentially.  We 

evaluated the feasibility of TSA for TGLM by labeling FFPE tonsil tissue specimens with 

primary antibodies against Ki-67, Bcl-6 or MSH-6.  The specimens were subsequently labeled 

with complementary secondary antibodies conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) which 

catalyzed deposition of Lumi4-tyramide substrate.  TSA labeling dramatically increased Tb(III) 

signal intensity levels and therefore S/N compared to un-amplified specimens.  For example, 5-

fold shorter exposure times were needed to acquire TGLM images of TSA-labeled Bcl-6 

compared to unamplified Bcl-6 specimens, and S/N was substantially higher (Fig. 10, Table 1).   
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Figure 10. Tyramide signal amplification increases Tb(III) signal and S/N relative to 

indirect labeling with secondary antibodies. 

Ki-67, MSH-6 or Bcl-6 on FFPE tonsil tissue was labeled with complementary secondary 

antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (HRP) followed by catalyzed Lumi4-tyramide 

deposition (TSA-Tb) or else labeled with secondary antibody conjugated to Lumi4-Tb 

(GAM-Tb) as indicated. Acquisition times of 400 ms and 2 s were needed to obtain images 

of Bcl-6/TSA-Tb and Bcl-6/GAM-Tb, respectively (see Table S1 for imaging parameters). 

S/N of Bcl-6/TSA-Tb image was considerably greater than that of Bcl-6/GAM-Tb, as 

depicted in intensity modulated displays (right middle, right bottom).  Scale Bars: 20 µm. 

Reprinted with permission from Chen,T.; Hong, R.; Magda, D.; Bieniarz, C.; Morrison, L.; 

Miller, L. Anal. Chem. 89(23): 12713-12719, 2017. Copyright 2017 American Chemical 

Society. 
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Image 

λem  

(nm) 

Excitation 

events 

Frame  

length (ms) 

Acquisition  

time  

(ms)
a
 

Intensifier 

gain  

(V) 

Fig. 8a, left 484-504 660 2000 8000 833 

Fig. 8a, right 484-504 220 667 2700 833 

Fig. 8b, left 484-504 440 1333 5332 833 

Fig. 8b, right 484-504 220 667 2700 833 

Fig. 8c, left 484-504 220 667 2700 833 

Fig. 8c, right 484-504 440 1333 5332 833 

Fig. 10,  Ki-67 484-504 22 66.67 267 833 

Fig. 10, MSH-6 484-504 33 99.99 400 833 

Fig. 10, Bcl-6 484-504 33 99.99 400 833 

Fig. 11a, middle 484-504 2 6 24 833 

Fig. 11a, right 510-530 2 6 24 833 

Fig. 11b, middle 484-504 4 12 48 833 

Fig. 11b, right 700-720 4 12 48 833 

Fig. 15a, Ki-67 484-504 22 66.67 267 833 

Fig. 15a, E-cad 484-504 44 133 533 833 

Fig. 15b, left 484-504 110 333 1333 833 

Fig. 15b, right 484-504 110 333 1333 833 

Fig. 7, Ki-67 484-504 110 333 1333 833 

Fig. 7, E-cad 484-504 440 1333 5332 833 

Fig. 7, CD 20 484-504 110 333 1333 833 

Fig. 7, Bcl-6 484-504 660 2000 8000 833 

Fig. 7, MSH-6 484-504 440 1333 5332 833 

Fig. 7, Bcl-2 484-504 660 2000 8000 833 

Fig. 12, 2nd 484-504 1 3 12 833 

Fig. 12, 3rd 598-612 1 3 12 833 

a
Each image comprises four summed frames. 

Table 1. Detection parameters for time-gated images of tissue sections 
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2.3.4 Time-gated FRET microscopy 

FRET from a Tb(III) donor to an organic dye acceptor results in long-lifetime (~ms), 

sensitized dye emission that can be sensitively detected with time-gating methods.  Moreover, 

the four major emission bands of Tb can sensitize differently colored fluorescent dyes, and this 

feature could be leveraged for multiplexing with single-wavelength excitation, as has been 

demonstrated in solution-phase immunoassays.
124

  

We investigated the possibility of detecting intermolecular Tb(III)-to-dye FRET by 

using TSA to co-deposit Lumi4-Tb and one of three dyes (Fluorescein (FITC), sCy3, and Cy5) 

onto the same marker (Ki-67).  Co-labeled tonsil tissue specimens were imaged in SS mode to 

detect dye fluorescence and in time-gated mode to detect long-lived Tb(III) donor luminescence 

and Tb(III)-sensitized dye emission.  Unambiguous, long-lived photoluminescence signals at the 

acceptor dye emission wavelengths were observed for all Lumi4-Tb/dye pairs (Lumi4-Tb/FITC 

and Lumi4-Tb/Cy5, Fig. 11, and Lumi4-Tb/sCy3, Fig. 12).  
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Figure 11. Tyramide Signal amplification (TSA) permitted visualization of 

intermolecular Tb(III)-to-dye FRET. 

Ki-67 on human tonsil tissue was detected by co-depositing Lumi4Tb-tyramide as donor and 

Fluorescein-tyramide (A) or Cy5-tyramide (B) as acceptors. Micrographs depict steady-state 

(SS) dye, time-gated Tb(III), or time-gated Tb(III)-to-dye (FRET) photoluminescence as 

indicated:  TG Tb PL, delay 10 µs, λex 365 nm; λem 494±10 nm; SS FITC PL, λex 480 ± 20 

nm, λem 520 ± 10 nm; TG FITC PL, delay 10 µs, λex 365 nm, λem 520±10 nm; SS Cy5 PL, λex 

655 ± 20 nm, λem 710 ± 20 nm; TG Cy5 PL, delay 10 µs, λex 365 nm, λem 710 ± 20 nm. Scale 

Bars: 20 µm.  Calibration bars depict ranges of grayscale values shown in corresponding 12-

bit images. Reprinted with permission from Chen,T.; Hong, R.; Magda, D.; Bieniarz, C.; 

Morrison, L.; Miller, L. Anal. Chem. 89(23): 12713-12719, 2017. Copyright 2017 American 

Chemical Society. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12. Tyramide Signal amplification (TSA) permitted visualization of 

intermolecular Tb(III)-to-dye FRET. 

Ki-67 on human tonsil tissue was detected by co-depositing Lumi4Tb-tyramide as donor and 

sCy3-tyramide as acceptor. Micrographs depict steady-state (SS) dye, time-gated Tb(III), or 

time-gated Tb(III)-to-dye (FRET) photoluminescence as indicated:  TG Tb PL, delay 10 µs, 

λex 365 nm; λem 494±10 nm; SS sCy3 PL, λex 545 ± 20 nm, λem 605 ± 7 nm; TG sCy3 PL, 

delay 10 µs, λex 365 nm, λem 605 ± 7 nm.  Scale Bars: 20 µm.  Calibration bars depict ranges 

of grayscale values shown in corresponding 12-bit images. 
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Figure 13. Time-gating eliminates organic dye emission signals. 

Ki-67 on human tonsil tissue was labeled with various organic dyes as indicated using 

tyramide signal amplification.  A delay of 10 µs was inserted between pulsed 365 nm 

excitation and detection for all time-gated (TG) images.  Steady-state (SS) images were 

acquired using the following combinations of excitation and emission wavelengths (A) FITC, 

λex, 480 ± 20 nm; λem, 520 ± 10 nm; (B) Rhodamine, λex, 545 ± 15 nm; λem, 605 ± 7 nm; (C) 

sCy3, λex, 545 ± 15 nm; λem, 605 ± 7 nm; (D) Cy5, λex, 655 ± 20 nm; λem, 710 ± 20 nm. Scale 

Bars: 20 µm. 

 

 

 

No long-lifetime signals were observed in specimens labeled only with dye (Fig. 13). 

We imaged control samples labeled only with Lumi4-Tb, and observed that bleedthrough of 

Tb(III) luminescence into the FITC or Cy5 channels was negligible (<3 %, Fig. 14), while 

bleedthrough of Tb(III) luminescence into the sCy3 emission channel (605 ± 7 nm) was 

equivalent to about 12% of the intensity seen in the Tb(III) channel (494 ± 10 nm, Fig. 14).  

After subtracting the bleedthrough component, we still observed high levels of intensity in the 

Tb(III)-to-sCy3 channel indicative of FRET (Fig. 12).  Tb(III)-to-dye FRET could potentially 

enhance multiplexing by enabling the use of the same dye to label two different markers on the 

same specimen.  For example, one marker could be stained with FITC for SS imaging and 
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another marker that is not co-localized with the first could be co-labeled with Tb(III) and FITC 

for visualization by TGLM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Bleed-through of Tb(III) signal into the sCy3, FITC, and Cy5 channels. 

Plots of time-gated signal intensities in dye channel (y-axis, indicated emission 

wavelengths) vs. in Tb(III) channel (x-axis) prepared from TGLM images of Lumi4-Tb-

labeled Ki-67 on FFPE tonsil tissue sections. Lines are linear fits to data with y-intercepts 

forced to 0.  The slope of the sCy3 plot (A) is the bleed-through correction factor applied to 

the Tb(III)-to-dye FRET image in Figure S4.  Slopes of FITC (B) and Cy5 (C) plots were 

less than 0.03, and bleed-through into these channels was considered to be negligible.  
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2.3.5 Compatibility with Hematoxylin and Eosin (HE) staining 

Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining is commonly used to distinguish cell 

components and morphological changes within tissues and is an essential component of 

contemporary cancer diagnosis.  In addition, hematoxylin alone is also commonly used as a 

nuclear counterstain in IHC.  However, due to overwhelmingly strong fluorescent emission for 

eosin or quenching of specific fluorescence by hematoxylin, these stains are usually 

incompatible with conventional IF.  Here, we sought to determine whether H&E staining might 

be compatible with TGLM of Lumi4-Tb-labeled tissues. We first examined the impact of 

hematoxylin counterstain alone on both SS fluorescence microscopy and TGLM. Counterstained 

tissue specimens yielded robust, time-gated Tb(III) signals specific to E-cad or Ki-67.  

Corresponding brightfield images showed good nuclear hematoxylin staining which could be 

transformed to a darkfield representation and combined with the time gated Tb images to form 

color composite images (Fig. 15A).  However, while membrane-localized E-cad was visible in 

SS PL images of FITC-labeled specimens, the nuclear marker Ki-67 could not be detected.  In 

addition, no marker-specific fluorescence could be observed on rhodamine-labeled specimens 

that were counterstained with hematoxylin (not shown).  
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Figure 15. Lumi4-Tb labeling and TGLM are compatible with select hematoxylin and 

eosin staining protocols. 

(A) FFPE tonsil tissue were stained with hematoxylin, labeled with primary antibodies 

against Ki-67 or E-cad and stained with Lumi4-Tb or FITC using tyramide signal 

amplification. Brightfield images were log-transformed into a pseudo-darkfield presentation 

and combined with TG Tb PL images. B. Tonsil tissue was stained with H&E prior to antigen 

retrieval, primary antibody labeling (Bcl-6 or MSH-6) and TSA-mediated deposition of 

Lumi4-Tb or FITC. Robust, specific Tb(III) signals were observed in time-gated images 

while SS FITC signals could not be detected above background.  Micrographs: time-gated 

Tb(III) photoluminescence (TG Tb PL; delay, 10 µs; λex, 365 nm; λem, 494 ± 10 nm), steady-

state FITC photoluminescence (SS FITC PL,; λex, 480 ± 20 nm; λem, 520 ± 10 nm) Scale 

Bars: 20 µm. Reprinted with permission from Chen,T.; Hong, R.; Magda, D.; Bieniarz, C.; 

Morrison, L.; Miller, L. Anal. Chem. 89(23): 12713-12719, 2017. Copyright 2017 American 

Chemical Society. 
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Figure 16. IHC including antigen retrieval removes H&E staining contrast but permits 

TSA-mediated labeling of Ki-67 and visualization in time-gated or steady-state mode. 

Ki-67 on tonsil tissue labeled with either Lumi4-Tb (A) or AF488 (B) via TSA was imaged 

in time-gated or steady-state mode.  Micrographs: BF, bright field;  TG Tb PL, delay 10 µs, 

λex 365 nm; λem 494±10 nm; SS AF488 PL, λex 480 ± 20 nm, λem 520 ± 10 nm. Scale Bars: 20 

µm. 

 

 

 

Since a large number of archived clinical tissue specimens have been stained with H&E 

(the primary stain for cancer diagnosis), we examined whether these specimens could be further 

stained for particular biomarkers and visualized using either SS fluorescence or time-gated 

luminescence detection. To this end, we performed H&E staining prior to a standard IHC 

staining procedure that included antigen retrieval, primary antibody binding (Ki67, Bcl-6 or 

MSH-6) and subsequent TSA labeling with either Lumi4-Tb, FITC or AF488.  Following this 

protocol, we observed strong, time-gated Tb(III) luminescence signals with all markers (Fig. 

15B).  Specific SS AF488 fluorescence could be observed on Ki-67-labeled specimens (Fig. 16), 

but the less abundant markers Bcl-6 and MSH-6 could not be detected above the 

autofluorescence background level following labeling with FITC (Fig. 15B).  The IHC staining 

procedure appears to remove detectable H&E stain as evidenced by contrast-free brightfield 

images (Fig. 16). However, the residual eosin still generated enough background fluorescence to 

interfere with specific SS signal. These results suggest TGLM using Tb(III) labels can provide a 
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reliable method to perform IF on archived or other tissue specimens that are first subjected to 

H&E staining. 

2.4 Conclusions 

For extracellular IF imaging, we have demonstrated that Tb-to-QD FRET can be used 

for extracellular recognition of the membrane receptor EGFR by Tb- and QD-antibody 

conjugates that recognize different epitopes of EGFR. The application of commercial therapeutic 

antibodies (cetuximab and matuzumab) and single-domain VHH antibodies (nanobodies) for 

successful EGFR FRET detection on live A431 cells showed the wide applicability of the Tb-to-

QD FRET pair for immunostaining-based fluorescence imaging. The large versatility of single 

and multistep intra- and extracellular FRET, combined with the previously shown possibility of 

high-order multiplexing with Tb-to-QD–based FRET systems, will make Tb-to-QD FRET a very 

powerful tool for widely applicable intra- and extracellular fluorescence imaging and sensing. 

For IFM on FFPE tissues, we directly compared TGLM with SS fluorescence 

microscopy by imaging FFPE tissue sections that had been labeled with either organic dyes or a 

luminescent Tb(III) complex, Lumi4-Tb.  We found that TGLM delivered higher S/N, 

particularly when visualizing less abundant markers like MSH-6 or Bcl-6. Sensitivity was further 

enhanced by enzymatic amplified deposition of a Lumi4-tyramide derivative.  Moreover, we 

found that Lumi4-Tb-labeled markers could be imaged in the presence of hematoxylin or on 

specimens that had been previously stained with H&E prior to IHC.  In addition, we 

demonstrated the multiplexing potential of lanthanide-based TGLM by co-imaging Lumi4-Tb 

and organic dyes and by detecting intermolecular Tb(III)-to-dye FRET signals.  All of these 

features could be utilized to access valuable information on multi-protein expression patterns and 

potentially on protein-protein interactions via intermolecular FRET.  Moreover, our methods are 
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easy to adopt because they use conventional immunolabeling protocols and standard 

microscopes with commercially available modifications.  



 
 

 
 

CHAPTER 3 

HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE LANTHANIDE-BASED FRET BIOSENSORS FOR TIME-

GATED LUMINESCENCE IMAGING AND HIGH THROUGHPUT SCREENING OF 

PPIS
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3.1 Introduction 

Most biological processes are mediated by proteins interacting transiently with one 

another in pairs or in multi-component complexes, and protein–protein interactions (PPIs) have 

come to represent an increasingly important class of therapeutic targets.
64, 91, 125

 However, 

identification of drugs or leads that can inhibit PPIs is challenging due to the large area and 

flatness of the interfaces, a relative lack of small-molecule scaffolds from which to develop 

libraries, and the difficulty of characterizing interaction stoichiometry and sites of binding.
91, 126

 

Nevertheless, successful drugs have been developed that demonstrate the feasibility of targeting 

PPIs. These include agents targeting HPV E2/E1,
66, 127

 BCL-XL/BAD,
128

 and HDM2/p53
129

 

interactions at doses as low as 1nM.  High throughput screening (HTS) has been an important 

tool in identifying these agents, but the screening efforts have relied largely on cell-free systems 

that require protein purification.  Apart from the impossibility of obtaining many proteins in pure 

form, in vitro assays necessarily occur in artificial contexts that do not account for factors such 

as subcellular localization of PPIs, competitive interaction with other cellular components and 

post-translational modifications
103

.  Moreover, cell-free HTS systems do not discriminate against 

cytotoxic or membrane-impermeable compounds.
89, 130, 131

 Thus, there is a need for high-

throughput methods to discover PPI inhibitors that are performed directly within living 

mammalian cells.
132

 

A limited number of methods for studying PPIs directly within living cells have been 

developed that can be adapted to at least a medium-throughput rate of analysis.  These include 

methods based on sub-cellular redistribution of fluorescently labeled proteins (suitable for high-

content imagers),
103, 133

 reporter fragment complementation assays (e.g., split GFP, luciferase),
134

 

reporter gene hybrid-like systems,
60, 135

 and methods based on Förster resonance energy transfer 
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(FRET) or bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET).
13, 136

  However, all of these 

available cell-based PPI assays suffer from one or more limitations, including low signal-to-

background ratio (SBR), high rates of false positives/negatives, and protein sequestration at non-

physiologic sites. 

In this chapter, I present the development and characterization of Tb(III)-based FRET 

biosensors with high dynamic range to study PPIs and their inhibition in living cells by time-

gated luminescence (TGL) microscopy or medium-to-high throughput TGL analysis in 96-well 

and 384-well plates.  Our single-chain biosensor design leveraged the unique photophysical 

properties Tb(III) complexes that include a narrow-width, multi-line emission spectrum and 

excited state lifetimes greater than 1 ms.  We characterized sensor performance using two model 

systems: 1) the well-studied, rapamycin-induced interaction between FK binding protein 12 

(FKBP12) and the rapamycin binding domain of m-Tor (FRB);
137

 and 2) the therapeutically 

relevant interaction between p53 and HDM2.  The biosensors incorporated a rigid alpha-helical 

linker sequence comprised of multiple repeats of four glutamic acid or arginine residues 

alternated with four lysine residues (ER/K) flanked by EGFP and Escherichia coli dihydrofolate 

reductase (eDHFR). The affinity binding elements were positioned at the N- and C-termini of the 

sensors (Figure 1).  The eDHFR domain binds with high specificity and affinity (KD, ~1 nM) to 

heterodimers of trimethoprim linked to a luminescent Tb(III) complex,
138

 permitting selective 

labeling of the sensor construct.  TGL detection of Tb(III) luminescence or Tb(III)-to-GFP FRET 

allowed for sensitive imaging and detection of biosensor activity. Remarkable sensor dynamic 

ranges of over 500% and over 2500% were observed for rapamycin-induced activation of 

FKBP12/FRB interaction in live cell microscopic images and in 96-well plates, respectively.  

Statistically robust, high throughput detection of FKBP12/FRB interaction or inhibition and 
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p53/HDM2 inhibition was observed in 384-well plates.  The high performance seen here with 

model systems and a modular sensor design show that Tb(III)-based, single-chain FRET 

biosensors can be applied to analyze a wide variety of PPIs in virtually any cell type. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Materials 

Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium with 1g/L glucose (DMEM,10-014CV), Dulbecco’s 

modified eagle medium with 4.5g/L glucose (DMEM,10-013CV), Dulbecco’s  phosphate  buffer  

saline  (DPBS, 21-030 and 21-031), 0.25% trypsin/2.21 mM EDTA and 0.05% trypsin/2.21 mM 

EDTA (Corning, 25-053-Cl) were purchased from Corning cellgro ® . MEM non-essential 

amino acid (11140), DMEM (without phenol red, 21063), HEPES (15630-080) and 

Lipofectamine 2000 (11668-027) were purchased from Invitrogen
TM

. FBS (S11150) was 

purchased from Atlanta Biologicals. Hygromycin (sc-29067) and Nutlin-3 (sc45061) were 

purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. BSA (700-107P) was purchase from Gemini Bio-

products. Rapamycin (553211-500UG) was purchased from Millipore. Ascomycin (11309) was 

purchase from Cayman Chemical. NADPH (N0411) and doxycycline (D9891) were purchased 

from Sigma. DMSO (D128-500) was purchased from Fisher Chemical. Patent V blue sodium 

salt (21605) was purchased from Fluka. Clotech In-fusion cloning kit (638909) was purchased 

from Takara. All enzymes and buffers used in cloning were purchased from New England 

biolabs. TMP-cs124-TTHA-Tb
3+

 was synthesized by Ali Mohamadi. TMP-Lumi4Tb
3+

 and 

Lumi4-cysTEGTMP-CR9 were provided by Lumiphore, Inc.  

3.2.2 Plasmids 

All following constructs were sequenced at UIC Research Resources Center (RRC). 
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pCMV-FKBP12-EGFP and pTREtight-FRB-eDHFR. The gene encoding (CMV Promoter)-

EGFP-FKBP-(bGH Poly(A) Signal Sequence) was subcloned from plasmid pEGFP-FKBP12 to 

pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR to generate pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR/GFP-FKBP12. A 1850 

bp fragment encoding (CMV Promoter)-EGFP-FKBP12-(bGH Poly (A) Signal Sequence) was 

amplified by PCR from pEGFP-FKBP12 using the primers 5’ – GCC CGT CCC ACC AGG 

TGA GTT CCG CGT TAC ATA ACT TAC G – 3’ (SexAI, coding strand) and 5’ – CGC CTG 

TTG ACC TGG TCG CGT TAA GAT ACA TTG ATG AG – 3’ (SexAI, non-coding strand). 

This fragment was inserted at the SexAI site in pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR with In-Fusion® 

Cloning Kit to give to pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR/GFP-FKBP12.   

pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)10nm-EGFP-FKBP12. The FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)10nm-

EGFP-FKBP12 was prepared by GenScript by synthesizing the open reading frame FRB-

eDHFR-(ER/K)10nm -EGFP-FKBP12 with (ER/K)10nm linker with the sequence of 5’ – GAA 

GAG GAA GAG AAA AAA AAA CAG CAG GAA GAG GAA GCA GAA AGG CTG AGG 

CGT ATT CAA GAA GAA ATG GAA AAG GAA AGA AAA AGA CGT GAA GAA GAC 

GAA AAA CGT CGA AGA AAG GAA GAG GAG GAA AGG CGG ATG AAA CTT GAG 

ATG GAA GCA AAG AGA AAA CAA GAA GAA GAA GAG AGA AAG AAA AGG GAA 

GAT GAT GAA AAA CGC AAG AAG AAG. The synthesized fragment was inserted into 

pPBH-TREtight vector between KpnI site and NheI site to give pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-

(ER/K)10nm -EGFP-FKBP12. 

pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)30nm-EGFP-FKBP12. The 630 bp (ER/K)30nm linker 

fragment was prepared and cloned into pUC57 vector by GenScript . The genes encoding FRB-

eDHFR, (ER/K)30nm, EGFP-FKBP12 were subcloned from plasmids pPBH-TREtight-FRB-

eDHFR-(ER/K)30nm-EGFP-FKBP12 and (ER/K)30nm in pUC57 to pPBH-TREtight to generate 
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pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)30nm -EGFP-FKBP12. A 753 bp fragment encoding FRB-

eDHFR was prepared by PCR from pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)10nm -EGFP-FKBP12 

using the primers 5’-ACT CTG CAG TCG ACG GTA CCA TGA TCC TCT GGC ATG AGA 

TGT GGC -3’ (coding strand) and 5’-TCG GAT CCT CCG CTT CCC CGC CG -3’ ( non-

coding strand). A 630 bp fragment encoding (ER/K)30nm was prepared by PCR from (ER/K)30nm 

in pUC57 using the primers 5’-AAG CGG AGG ATC CGA AGA GGA GGA GAA AAA GAA 

GGA -3’ (coding strand) and 5’-CCA GAG CCA CCG GTT CTC TGT TTT CGC TCT GC -3’ ( 

non-coding strand). A 1041 bp fragment encoding EGFP-FKBP12 was prepared by PCR from 

pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)10nm-EGFP-FKBP12 using the primers 5’-AAC CGG TGG 

CTC TGG CAT GGT GAG CA -3’ (coding strand) and 5’-ATG CGG CCG CGC TAG-3’ ( non-

coding strand). These 3 fragments were inserted between the KpnI site and the NheI site in 

pPBH-TREtight by Clontech In-Fusion® Cloning Kit to get pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-

(ER/K)30nm-EGFP-FKBP12. 

pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)20nm-EGFP-FKBP12. The (ER/K)20nm linker is the first 

396 bp of (ER/K)30nm linker. The genes encoding FRB-eDHFR, (ER/K)20nm, EGFP-FKBP12 

were subcloned from plasmids pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)10nm-EGFP-FKBP12 and 

(ER/K)30nm in pUC57 to pPBH-TREtight to generate pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)20nm-

EGFP-FKBP12. A 753 bp fragment encoding FRB-eDHFR was prepared by PCR from pPBH-

TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)10nm -EGFP-FKBP12 using the primers 5’-ACT CTG CAG TCG 

ACG GTA CCA TGA TCC TCT GGC ATG AGA TGT GGC -3’ (coding strand) and 5’-TCG 

GAT CCT CCG CTT CCC CGC CG -3’ ( non-coding strand). A 396 bp fragment encoding 

(ER/K)20nm was prepared by PCR from (ER/K)30nm in pUC57 using the primers 5’-AAG CGG 

AGG ATC CGA AGA GGA GGA GAA AAA GAA GGA -3’ (coding strand) and 5’-CCA 
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GAG CCA CCG GTC TCT TCC TTG GCC TTT TTC TCC TGC -3’ ( non-coding strand). A 

1041 bp fragment encoding EGFP-FKBP12 was prepared by PCR from pPBH-TREtight-FRB-

eDHFR-(ER/K)10nm -EGFP-FKBP12 using the primers 5’-GAA GAG ACC GGT GGC TCT 

GGC ATG GTG AGC A -3’ (coding strand) and 5’-ATG CGG CCG CGC TAG-3’ ( non-coding 

strand). These 3 fragments were inserted between the KpnI site and the NheI site in pPBH-

TREtight by Clontech In-Fusion® Cloning Kit to get pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)20nm 

-EGFP-FKBP12. 

pPBH-TREtight-p53 (1-92 a.a.)-eDHFR-(ER/K)n-EGFP-HDM2 (1-128 a.a.). The genes 

encoding p53(1-92 a.a.), eDHFR-(ER/K)n-EGFP(n=10 nm, 20nm or 30 nm), and HDM2 (1-128 

a.a.) were subcloned from plasmids p53-GFP, pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)n-EGFP-

FKBP12 (n=10 nm, 20nm or 30 nm) and pCMV-HDM2(C464A) to pPBH-TREtight to generate 

pPBH-TREtight-p53 (1-92 a.a.)-eDHFR-(ER/K)n-EGFP-HDM2(1-128 a.a.). A 276 bp fragment 

encoding p53 (1-92 a.a.) was prepared by PCR from p53-GFP using the primers 5’-ACT CTG 

CAG TCG ACG GTA CCA TGG AGG AGC CGC AGT CA -3’ (coding strand) and 5’-CCA 

GAT CCG GGC CAG GAG GGG G -3’ ( non-coding strand). A 1446 bp, 1620 bp, or 1845 bp 

fragments encoding eDHFR-(ER/K)n-EGFP (n=10 nm, 20nm or 30 nm) respectively were 

prepared by PCR from pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)n-EGFP-FKBP12 (n=10 nm, 20nm 

or 30 nm) using the primers 5’-CTG GCC CGG ATC TGG AGG ATC TGG AAT CAG TC -3’ 

(coding strand) and 5’-TTG CAC ATT CGA GAT CTG AGT CCG GAC TTG TA -3’ (non-

coding strand). A 384 bp fragment encoding HDM2(1-128 a.a.) was prepared by PCR from 

pCMV-HDM2(C464A) using the primers 5’-ATC TCG AAT GTG CAA TAC CAA CAT GTC 

TGT ACC -3’ (coding strand) and 5’-ATG CGG CCG CGC TAG CCT ATT CAA GGT GAC 

ACC TGT TCT CAC TC -3’ (non-coding strand). These 3 fragments were inserted between the 
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KpnI site and the NheI site in pPBH-TREtight by Clontech In-Fusion® Cloning Kit to get 

pPBH-TREtight-p53 (1-92 a.a.)-eDHFR-(ER/K)n-EGFP-HDM2(1-128 a.a.) (n=10 nm, 20nm or 

30 nm) 

3.2.3 Stable expression of biosensor plasmids 

All FRB/FKBP12 biosensor plasmids were transfected to NIH 3T3 cells, while all 

p53/HDM2 biosensors were transfected to Hela cells. 

Cells were grown to 70-80% confluency in a sterile 10 cm dish. The cells were 

transfected with 12 μg of biosensor plasmids and their recombination helper plasmid pSPB-

Transposase with a Lipofectamine:plasmid ratio of 2.5µg:1µg per plasmid. Plasmid and 

Lipofectamine solutions were first prepared in separate microcentrifuge tubes in OptiMEM I 

with a total volume of 1.5 mL. After 5 minutes of incubation at room temperature, the solutions 

were mixed and kept at room temperature for an additional 20 minutes. The media in 10 cm dish 

was aspirated and the Lipofectamine + plasmids solution was added into it. The cells were 

incubated with the solution for 4 hours in tissue culture incubator at 37 
o
C with 5% CO2 and then 

the solution was replaced with 10 mL of fresh DMEM(+) (DMEM supplied with 15 mM 

HEPES, 10% FBS and 100 mg/mL Hygromycin). The transfections were confirmed with 

microscopy and/or flow cytometry by using the GFP emissions. 

3.2.4 Probe delivery for TGLM 

Cells were trypsinized and seeded at 20,000 cells/well in an 8-well chambered 

coverglass (Nunc™, 12-565-470) with fresh DMEM (+) containing 100 ng/mL Doxycycline to 

induce the expression of proteins and incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO2 overnight. For 

FRB/FKBP12 stable transfected cell lines, on the following day the cells were washed twice with 

DPBS (+Ca/+Mg), 100 μL of TMP-Lumi4-R9 (12 μM in DMEM without phenol red) was 
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added, and the cells were incubated for 15 min at room temperature.  Cells were washed again 

with DPBS (+Ca/+Mg) and 150 μL of Rapamycin (1 μM in DMEM without phenol red ) was 

added to the sample well(control well had 1μM DMSO in DMEM without phenol red), and the 

cells were incubated for 15 min at 37 °C and 5% CO2 incubator. Before microscope imaging, 

20μL of 10 mM patent blue V solution (final concentration: 1 mM) were added to quench 

extracellular luminescence from non-specifically adsorbed probe. To obtain the time-lapse 

images of FRB/FKBP12 interaction induced by rapamycin, 50 µM rapamycin was added (final 

concentration: 2 µM) to sample well containing patent blue V solution after incubation with 

probe solution, steady-state GFP fluorescence, time-gated luminescence of Tb and Tb-to-GFP 

FRET were then acquired by TGLM. 

For p53/HDM2 biosensor stable transfected cell lines, on the following day after 

seeding, the cells were incubated with Nutlin-3 or DMSO (10 µM in DMEM without FBS) for 

90 min at 37 °C and 5% CO2 incubator. Then, cells were washed twice with DPBS (+Ca/+Mg), 

100 μL of TMP-Lumi4-R9 (12 μM in DMEM without phenol red) was added, and the cells were 

incubated for 20 min at room temperature.  Cells were washed again with DPBS (+Ca/+Mg) and 

150 μL of patent blue V solution (1 μM in DMEM without phenol red, containing 10 µM Nutlin-

3) was added to the sample well (control well had 10 μM DMSO) for microscope imaging. To 

obtain the time-lapse images of p53/HDM2 interaction inhibited by Nutlin-3, 516 µM Nutlin-3 

was added (final concentration: 20 µM) to sample well containing patent blue V solution after 

incubation with probe solution. Steady-state GFP fluorescence, time-gated luminescence of Tb 

and Tb-to-GFP FRET were then acquired by TGLM. 

3.2.5 Time-gated Luminescence Microscopy and image processing 

TGLM and steady state microscopy were performed as described in Chapter 2. 
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Raw, 12-bit images were imported into NIH ImageJ (v1.42q) for all processing 

operations including cropping, contrast adjustment, and quantitative analysis
119

. For each 

channel, 20 dark frames and 20 bright field images were stacked, converted to 32 bits, and 

median-filtered (radius 1), and each stack was averaged. The flat-field average was divided by 

the mean intensity of its central nine pixels to generate a normalized flat-field image. For each 

sample image, a median filter (radius 1) was applied and the master dark frame was subtracted. 

The resulting image was then divided by the normalized, master flat-field image, and the mean 

value of the detector offset was added back to the image. For  ratiometric  images  and  

measurements,  a  binary  mask  was  created  by  first averaging  a  series of GFP  images  and  

then  applying  a  threshold  to highlight  only  regions  exhibiting  signal.  The mask  was  

applied  to  background-subtracted time-gated FRET  images,  and  the  FRET  images  were 

then divided  by  the GFP or Tb image. Intensity-modulated ratiometric displays were generated 

using the Fire lookup table in ImageJ and a color lookup table was applied. 

3.2.6 Multi-well plate assays 

3.2.6.1 Rapamycin stimulation assay with permeabilized mammalian cells 

pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)n -EGFP-FKBP12 (n=10nm, 20nm or 30 nm) 

stable transfected cells were seeded at a density of 1.6 × 10
5 

cells/mL in a multi-well plate and 

incubated (37 
o
C, 5% CO2) for 24 h in culture medium (250 µL for 96-well plate, 50 µL for 384-

well plate) containing 100 ng/mL doxycycline. The following day, for the titration assay, growth 

media in the wells were discarded carefully and 50 µL lysis buffer (50 nM TMP-Lumi4Tb
3+

, 5 

μM NADPH, 0.1% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100 and rapamycin with the range of 5 μM – 0.47 nM 

in DPBS solution) was added into the wells; for the stimulation assay, growth media in the wells 
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were discarded carefully and lysis buffer (50 µL for 96-well plate, 30 µL for 384-well plate 

containing 25 nM TMP-cs124-TTHA-Tb
3+

, 5 μM NADPH, 0.1% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100 and 1 

µM rapamycin in DPBS solution) was added into the wells. Then the plate was kept at room 

temperature in dark for 15 minutes and the first measurement was taken afterwards. Negative 

control wells contained no cells, but only the same lysis buffer as sample wells. 

3.2.6.2 Ascomycin inhibition assay with permeabilized mammalian cells 

pPBH-TREtight-FRB-eDHFR-(ER/K)n-EGFP-FKBP12 (n=10nm, 20nm or 30 nm) stable 

transfected cells were seeded at a density of 1.6 × 10
5 

cells/mL in a multi-well plate and 

incubated (37 
o
C, 5% CO2) for 24 h in culture medium (250 µL for 96-well plate, 50 µL for 384-

well plate) containing 100 ng/mL doxycycline. The following day, for the titration assay, growth 

media in the wells were discarded carefully and 50 uL of lysis buffer (50 nM TMP-cs124-

TTHA-Tb
3+

, 5 μM NADPH, 0.1% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.333 µM rapamycin and 

ascomycin with 2-fold serial dilution in the range of 40 μM – 0.02 µM in DPBS solution) was 

added into the wells; for the inhibition assay, growth media in the wells were discarded carefully 

and lysis buffer (50 µL for 96-well plate, 30 µL for 384-well plate containing 50 nM TMP-

cs124-TTHA-Tb
3+

 ,5 μM NADPH, 0.1% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.333 µM rapamycin and 20 

µM ascomycin in DPBS solution) was added into the wells. Then the plate was kept at room 

temperature in dark for 20 minutes and the first measurement was taken afterwards, 

measurements were recorded every 10 minutes up to 2.5 hours. Negative control wells contained 

cells without protein expression, but the same lysis buffer as sample wells. 
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3.2.6.3 Nutlin-3 inhibition assay with permeabilized mammalian cells 

pPBH-TREtight-p53(1-92a.a.)-eDHFR-(ER/K)n-EGFP-HDM2(1-128a.a.)(n=10 nm, 20 

nm or 30 nm) stable transfected cells were seeded at a density of 1.6 × 10
5 

cells/mL in a multi-

well plate and incubated (37 
o
C, 5% CO2) for 24 h in culture medium (250 µL for 96-well plate, 

50 µL for 384-well plate) containing 100 ng/mL doxycycline. The following day, for the titration 

assay, growth media in the wells were discarded carefully and lysis buffer (50 nM TMP-cs124-

TTHA-Tb
3+

, 5 μM NADPH, 0.1% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100, and Nutlin-3 with 2-fold serial 

dilution in the range of 200 μM – 0.098 µM in DPBS solution) was added into the wells; for the 

inhibition assay, growth media in the wells were discarded carefully and lysis buffer (50 µL for 

96-well plate, 30 µL for 384-well plate containing 50 nM TMP-cs124-TTHA-Tb
3+

, 5 μM 

NADPH, 0.1% BSA, 0.1% Triton X-100, 10 µM Nutlin-3 in DPBS solution) was added into the 

wells. Then the plate was kept at room temperature in dark for 20 minutes and the first 

measurement was taken afterwards. Negative control wells contained cells without protein 

expression, but the same lysis buffer as sample wells. 

3.2.6.4 Nutlin-3 inhibition assay with live mammalian cells 

pPBH-TREtight-p53(1-92a.a.)-eDHFR-(ER/K)n-EGFP-HDM2(1-128a.a.)(n=20 nm or 30 

nm) stable transfected cells were seeded at a density of 1.6 × 10
5 

cells/mL in a 96-well plate and 

incubated (37 
o
C, 5% CO2) for 24 h in 250 µL culture medium containing 100 ng/mL 

doxycycline. The following day, growth media were discarded carefully and the wells were 

washed twice with DPBS solution.The cells were incubated with 10 µM TMP-Lumi4Tb-Arg9 in 

DMEM (without phenol red) at room temperature for 30 min; after washing with DPBS twice, 

DMEM (phenol red free) containing either 10 µM DMSO or 10 µM Nutlin-3 was added into the 
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wells. Then the plate was kept at room temperature in dark for 40 minutes and the first 

measurement was taken afterwards. Negative control wells contained cells without protein 

expression, but the same solution as sample wells. 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Time-gated luminescence microscopy of single-chain biosensors in live cells 

The term “dynamic range” as it applies to FRET biosensor generally refers to the 

maximum observed difference in the FRET signal between the “On” state and “Off” state of the 

sensor.  However, there are subtle distinctions in the way this quantity is measured and reported 

in the literature.  For example, Komatsu, et al. define dynamic range as the theoretical range of 

FRET/donor signal ratio between the on state biosensor and that in the off state.
139

  This quantity 

could be measured either microscopically or spectroscopically by averaging the measured ratios 

from two cell populations expressing biosensor constructs with appropriate mutations that keep 

the sensors in the On and Off states. The same authors make a distinction between FRET 

dynamic range and the “gain” of a biosensor, where gain is the relative increase or decrease in 

the FRET ratio following stimulation of a sensor-expressing cell population.  The gain would be 

dependent on the biosensor itself, the fraction of the sensor in the On-state under basal 

conditions, and the amount of stimulant (or inhibitor) added to the cells.  In another example, 

Lam et al. define dynamic range as the range of FRET efficiency between the donor and 

acceptor fluorophores of the sensor.
140

  In this study, we define dynamic range as the maximum 

observed difference in either the mean, donor-denominated or acceptor-denominated FRET 

ratios. 

While dual-chain biosensors typically exhibit a high dynamic range, quantitative 

analysis of intermolecular FRET between is complicated by substantial differences in the local 
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concentrations of donor-labeled and acceptor labeled proteins.  Single-chain biosensors 

overcome this problem by maintaining a 1:1 donor:acceptor ratio.  However, single-chain 

sensors may fold into an off-state conformation where the donor and acceptor labels are in close 

proximity, leading to high baseline FRET and low dynamic range.  Dynamic range is also 

reduced when the donor and acceptor adopt an on-state conformation where the orientation of 

their relative dipole moments disfavors FRET.  For these reasons, many single-chain biosensors 

yield FRET ratio changes lower than 50%.
139, 140

  Efforts to improve single-chain FRET 

biosensor dynamic range have been undertaken with some success including circular 

permutation of fluorescent proteins to optimize fluorophore orientation, variation of inherent 

fluorescent protein dimerization and engineering of the linker sequence that separates affinity 

elements and fluorophores.
141,142

  

We aimed to develop single-chain, Tb(III)-based biosensors but were concerned about 

high baseline FRET signals.  Dipole orientation doesn’t affect lanthanide-based FRET because 

Tb(III) or Eu(III) emit with multiple dipole moments at many different orientations.
143

  However, 

FRET between lanthanides and organic fluorophores or fluorescent proteins can typically be 

observed over relatively long distances (10–20 nm) compared to conventional FRET.
144

  

Moreover, during the long excited state lifetime of a lanthanide chromophore, many 

conformations can be sampled, some of which might bring the donor and acceptor close to one 

another.  In order to minimize baseline FRET signals, we incorporated into our sensor design a 

semi-rigid α-helix linker sequence, which consists of an alternating sequence of approximately 

four glutamic acid residues followed by approximately four arginine or lysine residues (an ER/K 

linker).  As reported by Sivaramakrishnan and Spudich, the ER/K adopts an alpha-helical 

geometry in solution.
145

  However, it was speculated that the ER/K helix can break 
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stochastically, permiting close approach of elements positioned on either end.  Thus, insertion of 

the ER/K linker between affinity binding elements and FRET partners yields a biosensor with 

low baseline FRET because the donor and acceptor are held far apart in the Off-state, yet the 

ends can still bind one another.  Because the affinity elements are tethered together, their 

effective concentration depends only on linker length and is independent of solution 

concentration. The overall fraction of an ER/K biosensor in the closed or On-state depends only 

on the KD of the affinity elements and linker length.  Consequently, protein-protein interactions 

may be observed and analyzed even when the overall sensor concentration is far below the KD
146

.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17.  Design of a single-chain biosensor using model system of rapamycin-induced 

FRB/FKBP12 interaction. 

 

 

 

NIH3T3 fibroblasts were stably transfected with plasmid DNA encoding a single fusion 

protein under control of a Tet-responsive promoter that contained the following elements (from 

N- to C- terminus): FRB, eDHFR, (ER/K)n, GFP and FKBP12 (Figure 17).  Three stably 
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transformed cell lines were created that expressed sensors with ER/K linker lengths of 10 nm, 20 

nm or 30 nm. Following overnight induction of protein expression with doxycycline, cells were 

incubated in culture medium containing a cell-permeable, luminescent Tb(III) complex, TMP-

Lumi4-R9 (12 uM, 15 min, room temperature), washed with PBS, immersed in imaging medium 

and then imaged immediately.  Steady-state images of GFP fluorescence and time-gated images 

of Tb(III) luminescence and Tb(III)-to-GFP sensitized emission reveal sensor distribution 

throughout the cytoplasm and Tb(III) probe distribution throughout the cytoplasm and nucleus 

(Figure 18A).  In a time-series image sequence of cells expressing the sensor with 20 nm linker, 

the donor-denominated FRET (FRET/Tb) ratio increased to over 300% of its initial value about 

15 min after rapamycin addition (Figure 18B).  Very large increases in both FRET/Tb and the 

acceptor-denominated FRET ratio (FRET/GFP) were observed in rapamycin-stimulated cells 

expressing biosensors containing 10 nm, 20 nm, and 30 nm ER/K linkers (Figure 18C).  The 

dynamic ranges of both FRET/Tb and FRET/GFP signals increased with linker length.  In cells 

expressing FKBP12/FRB biosensors with 10, 20, and 30 nm ER/K linkers, the maximum 

observed changes in mean FRET/Tb were 87%, 288% and 525%, respectively.  The maximum, 

microscopically observed increases in mean FRET/GFP were 61%, 378% and 470% for linker 

lengths of 10, 20 and 30 nm, respectively.  
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.  

Figure 18. Time-gated luminescence microscopy with Tb(III) probes enables two-

channel, ratiometric imaging with high dynamic range of single-chain FRET 

biosensors. 

A. Representative images of NIH3T3 fibroblasts cells stably expressing FRB-eDHFR-

(ER/K)20-GFP-FKBP12 approximately 20 min after stimulation with  2 µM rapamycin. 
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Micrographs: CW GFP, steady-state GFP fluorescence (λex, 480 ± 20 nm; λem, 535 nm ± 25 

nm); TG-Tb, time-gated Tb(III) luminescence (λex, 365 nm, λem, 620 nm ± 10 nm, gate delay 

10 µs); TG FRET, time-gated Tb(III)-to-GFP sensitized emission (λex, 365 nm; λem, 520 ± 10 

nm, gate delay 10 µs).  Scale bar, 20 µm. Tb and FRET channel images were rendered at 

identical contrast.  B. Color maps of the same cells shown in A depict the ratio of the TG 

FRET image to the TG-Tb image at various time points following rapamycin stimulation.  C. 

Biosensor dynamic ranges increase with the length of ER/K linker due to reduction in 

baseline, or Off-State FRET signals.  Bar graphs depict the mean, pixel-wise FRET/Tb or 

FRET/GFP ratios measured in regions of interest drawn within cells both before and 25 min 

after addition of rapamycin. Values given are averaged from 10 or more cells for each 

condition.  Error bars, sem. 

 

 

 

3.3.2 Detection of PPIs and their inhibition in multi-well plates 

We next sought to assess the potential of our Tb(III) biosensors for detection and 

quantification of PPIs and their inhibition in multi-well plate format following expression in live 

mammalian cells.  With rare exceptions, conventional FRET-based detection of cellular PPIs at 

medium throughput (96-well plate) or high-throughput (384-well plate) is impossible because of 

the aforementioned limitations in FRET S/N and dynamic range and the relatively small amounts 

of protein in each sample well.
13

 NIH 3T3 cells stably expressing single-chain, FKBP/FRB 

biosensors (containing 10 nm, 20 nm, or 30 nm ER/K linkers) were seeded into 96-well plates 

(40,0000 cells/well) and grown overnight in medium containing doxycycline to induce protein 

expression. A rapamycin titration assay was first performed to obtain the EC50 values and the 

optimal rapamycin concentration to induce the FRB/FKBP12 interaction. Lysis buffer containing 

TMP-Lumi4-Tb (50 nM) and serial dilutions of rapamycin (final conc., 5 µM to 0.47 nM) were 

added to the wells, and time-gated emission at 520 nm and 615 nm was measured after 
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incubation at room temperature for 15 min. The mean 520 nm signal from 20 control wells 

containing non-expressing cells and the same lysis buffer solution was subtracted from each 

sample well, then the background-corrected Tb(III)-to-GFP FRET signal (at 520 nm) was 

divided by the Tb(III) signal (615 nm) in order to minimize well-to-well variability resulting 

from the differences in probe amounts or sample absorbance
147

.   

A non-linear regression (NLR) fit to a plot of FRET/Tb ratio vs. rapamycin 

concentration yielded EC50 values of 22.3 ± 1.5 nM and 18.0 ± 1.5 nM for cells expressing 

biosensors with 20 nm or 30 nm ER/K linkers, respectively (Figure 19A). To determine 

maximum response, we stimulated expressing cells with 1 µM rapamycin in the lysis buffer 

containing another TMP-Tb(III) complex conjugate, TMP-TTHA-cs124(Tb) (final conc., 25 

nM).  Again, the mean FRET signal from control wells (20) containing non-expressing cells and 

lysis buffer with TMP-cs124-TTHA(Tb) but lacking rapamycin was subtracted from FRET 

signals measured for each sample well, and the background-corrected FRET signals were ratioed 

to the corresponding Tb(III) signals. An increase in dynamic range with ER/K linker length was 

observed in the 96-well plate data, similar to that seen in microscopy data.  However, the 

magnitude of the measured dynamic range was substantially higher.  Cells expressing 

FKBP12/FRB biosensors with 10 nm, 20 nm, or 30 nm ER/K linkers exhibited dynamic ranges 

of 165%, 1700%, and 2500%, respectively (Figure 19A).  

In order to further assess the performance of our model system, we calculated two 

quality metrics that are often used to evaluate HTS assays: Z’-factor and strictly standardized 

mean difference (SSMD)
148

. For measurement of FKBP12/FRB biosensor activation following 

cell permeabilization in 96-well plates, Z’ ranged from 0.72 to 0.89, and SSMD value of more 

than 14 was obtained for all sensors (Table 2). While these results clearly indicate a highly 
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robust assay, high-throughput assays require the capability to measure at least 100,000 

compounds per day, and this requires analysis in 384-well plates. In 384-well plates, we obtained 

relatively poor Z’ factors around zero for all sensors, although this may be partly attributed to 

error introduced by manual plate preparation.  According to SSMD criteria, however, the 

rapamycin activation assay may be considered to range from strong to extremely strong, based 

on SSMD values ranging from 2.5 to 6.4 (Table 2). 

In order to further evaluate the potential of Tb(III) biosensors for multi-well plate 

applications, we measured the effects of ascomycin as an inhibitor of the rapamycin-induced, 

FKBP12/FRB interaction
149

. Ascomycin was titrated against a constant concentration of 

rapamycin (0.333 µM) in permeabilized cells expressing the FKBP/FRB sensors with either 20 

or 30 nm ER/K linker lengths. Non-linear fitting yielded IC50 values of 0.4  0.1 µM for both 

sensors (Figure 3B).  Full inhibition with 20 µM ascomycin yielded FRET/Tb signal decreases of 

65%, 92%, 92% in cells expressing 10 nm, 20 nm, 30 nm ER/K linker biosensors, respectively 

(Figure 19B).  Z’ factors ˃ 0.68 and SSMD values >12 were obtained for all inhibition assay 

conditions (Table 2).  
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Figure 19. Rapamycin stimulation titration and Ascomycin inhibition titration with 

permeablized cells in 96-well plate.  
A. Left: NIH 3T3 fibroblast cells were permeabilized and equilibrated with rapamycin 

concentrations ranging from 5 µM to 0.47 nM. The Non-linear regression fitted plot gave 

calculated EC50 values. Right: Substantial signal increase was observed in the positive 

control wells (1 µM rapamycin) relative to that seen in the negative controls (no 

rapamycin).Z’ factor was obtained. B. Left:  Ascomycin was titrated (from 40 µM to 0.02 

µM) against a constant concentration of rapamycin (0.333 µM). NLR fit of the plot with 

concentration of ascomycin against FRET/Tb gave the IC50 values. Right: Great signal 

decrease was observed in positive control wells containing ascomycin, compared to negative 

control wells containing only rapamycin. Z’ factor was obtained.  For left graphs: each data 

point represents 3 replicates (3 wells); For right graphs: each bar from positive controls 

represents 16 replicates, while negative controls represents 8 replicates. Error bars indicate 

the SD. 
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3.3.3 Study on p53 - HDM2 interaction and its inhibition 

The data obtained with the FKBP12/FRB model system clearly shows the strong 

potential of Tb(III)-based, single-chain FRET biosensors for both imaging and HTS analysis of 

PPIs.  We further evaluated the potential of these sensors by measuring the inhibition of the 

interaction between p53 and HDM2.  As a tumor suppressor, p53 plays a crucial role in human 

cancer. Its activity is controlled through a negative feedback mechanism by HDM2
150

.  The small 

molecule inhibitor of p53/HDM2 interaction, Nutlin-3, was identified in a screening campaign 

and represents one of the early successes of discovery efforts to find drugs that target PPIs
151

.  

We replaced the FRB domain in our original biosensors with the N-terminal 92 amino acids of 

p53 and replaced the FKBP12 domain with the N-terminal 128 residues of HDM2. Again, we 

prepared sensor constructs with 10, 20 and 30 nm ER/K linkers, and we stably transformed HeLa 

cells with the constructs for evaluation with Nutlin-3 as a positive control. 

We first examined the p53/HDM2 sensor performance microscopically. Stably 

transformed HeLa cells were incubated with medium containing either 10 µM DMSO (negative 

control), or 10 µM Nutlin-3 (positive control) at 37°C for 90 min. After incubation with cell 

permeable TMP-Lumi4-R9, steady-state images of GFP fluorescence and time-gated images of 

Tb (III) luminescence and Tb(III)-to-GFP sensitized emission were acquired separately. A 

representative set of images obtained from cells expressing the p53/HDM2 sensor with a 20 nm 

ER/K linker clearly show a reduction in the FRET/Tb signal in cells with Nutlin-3 (Figure 20A).  

Quantitative image analysis once again showed that the maximum difference between On- and 

Off-states of the sensors increased with ER/K linker length; the mean decrease in FRET/Tb due 

to Nutlin-3 inhibition was measured to be 40%, 73%, and 84% in cells expressing sensors with 

10, 20 and 30 nm linkers, respectively (Figure 20B).  In addition, analysis of a time-lapse image 
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sequence shows that inhibition occurs rapidly, with near maximal sensor response occurring 

within minutes of Nutlin-3 addition to cell culture (Figure 20C). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 20. Decreased Tb-to-GFP FRET observed when Nutlin-3 inhibits p53/HDM2 

interaction and high z’ factor obtained in 96-well plate assay. 

A. HeLa cells stably expressing p53(1-92 a.a.)-eDHFR-(ER/K)20- GFP-HDM2(1-128 a.a.) 

incubated with media containing 10 µM Nutlin-3 for 90 min showed reduced Tb-to-GFP FRET, 

while control specimen lacking inhibitor showed high FRET signal.  Micrograph: 1
st
 column; 

continuous wave GFP fluorescence (λex, 480 ± 20 nm; λem, 535 ± 25 nm); 2
nd

 column: time-gated 

Tb luminescence (λex, 365 nm; λem, 620 ± 10 nm); 3
rd

 column: time-gated Tb-to-GFP FRET (λex, 

365 nm; λem, 520 ± 10 nm); 4
th

 column: FRET/Tb ratio map images. Scale Bars: 20 µm. Tb and 

FRET channel images were rendered at identical contrast.  B. Increasing FRET-to-Tb signals 

observed with the increase of linker length (10 nm to 20 nm to 30 nm), then the signals 
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decreased after incubation with Nutlin-3. Bar graphs depict the mean, pixel-wise FRET/Tb or 

FRET/GFP ratios measured in regions of interest drawn within cells. Values given are averaged 

from 10 or more cells for each condition.  Error bars, SD. C. Absolute value of percent decrease 

in FRET/Tb at different time points after adding Nutlin-3 (ΔR/R-2). Values obtained from 

regions of interest drawn within cells, 7-cell sample. Error bars, SEM. 

 

 

 

We also performed the inhibition assays with permeabilized cells in both 96-well and 

384-well plates using similar conditions to those used with the FKBP/FRB biosensors.  

Following overnight induction of biosensor expression with doxycycline, lysis buffer containing 

TMP-TTHA-cs124(Tb) (final conc., 50 nm) was added to wells.  Nutlin-3 (final conc., 10 µM) 

was also added with lysis buffer to positive control wells. Z’ factor and SSMD values were 

calculated to determine data quality.  In all assays, with cells expressing 10 nm linker biosensor, 

both Z’ factor and SSMD values were very low due to the low response from positive controls, 

in other words, trivial FRET change after incubation with Nutlin-3.  However, Z’ factors ≥ 0.70,

│SSMD│> 10 were obtained in 96-well plate assays with cell expressing 20 nm, 30 nm linker 

biosensor (Table 1).  In 384-well plate assays, Z’ factor values are negative, but |SSMD| ˃ 2 

indicate strong effect size and potential use for hit identification with moderate positive controls 

(Table 2, Figure 21). 
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Figure 21. Nutlin-3 inhibition assays performed in multi-well plates with permeablized 

cells or live cells. 

For A and B, cells stably expressing biosensors were permeabilized and equilibrated with 

10µM Nutlin-3; For C, living cells were incubated with 10µM Nutlin-3 after incubation 

with12µM TMP-Lumi4Tb-R9 at RT. Error bars indicate the SD. 

 

 
 

FRB/FKBP12 interaction      

  Z' factor |SSMD|   Z' factor |SSMD| 

96-well plate   384-well plate   

Rapamycin stimulation  Rapamycin stimulation  

 10 nm 0.72 14.67  10 nm -0.03 3.55 

 20 nm 0.87 28.07  20 nm -0.49 2.50 

 30 nm 0.89 35.29  30 nm 0.41 6.32 

Ascomycin inhibition       

 10 nm 0.69 12.52     

 20 nm 0.86 29.15     

 30 nm 0.92 46.79     

p53/HDM2 interaction      

  Z' factor |SSMD|   Z' factor |SSMD| 

96-well plate   384-well plate   

Nutlin-3 inhibition   Nutlin-3 inhibition   

 10 nm -5.83 0.62  10 nm -2.94 1.06 

 20 nm 0.82 23.40  20 nm -0.83 2.09 

 30 nm 0.67 10.74  30 nm -0.83 2.16 

TMP-Lumi4-R9 incubation      

Nutlin-3 inhibition       

 20 nm -0.30 3.24     

 30 nm 0.52 8.22     

Table 2. Z’ factor and |SSMD| values for multi-well plate assays. 
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3.3.4 Time-gated detection of inhibition of p53 - HDM2 interaction in live cells 

The ability to robustly detect PPIs or their inhibition in mammalian cell culture 

following cell permeabilization offers distinct benefits for drug discovery and HTS.  First, no 

protein purification is required, and it may be possible to design expression constructs where one 

of the affinity partners is a transmembrane protein.  Second, because the sensors are expressed 

directly in mammalian cells, PPIs that depend on phosphorylation or other post-translational 

modifications may be assessed.  Finally, the assay is simple, requiring only addition of lysis 

buffer with detection reagent, no wash steps and immediate readout.  These capabilities critically 

require TGL detection of lanthanide-based FRET as well as a single-chain biosensor design.  For 

example, only ~8,000 cells are present in a single well of a 384-well plate with a solution volume 

of 50 µL.  If we assume a cell volume of 3 pL and a moderate biosensor expression level such 

that effective cellular concentration is 5 µM, then only sub-picomolar amounts of protein are 

present in a well and the sensor concentration following cell lysis is in the low-nanomolar range. 

These concentrations are well below the detection limits of conventional FRET and far below the 

KD of most relevant PPIs.  Consequently, the affinity elements must be tethered to one another 

and the high sensitivity of TGL detection is needed. 

While PPI detection following cell permeabilization offers substantial benefits, the 

ability to detect PPI changes within intact, live cells could offer more biologically relevant 

insights as it would allow for PPI analysis in the presence of other cellular factors.  Moreover, 

HTS assays within live cells would further assess the ability of drugs to cross the plasma 

membrane and their inhibition or activation characteristics within the cellular milieu.  We 

evaluated the performance of our sensors in live cells in 96-well plates using the same, cell 

permeable TMP-Lumi4-R9 complex that we used for microscopic imaging.  After overnight 
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induction in medium containing doxycycline, HeLa cells stably expressing single-chain 

p53/HDM2 affinity biosensors with 20 nm or 30 nm ER/K linker were washed and incubated in 

medium containing 10 µM TMP-Lumi4-R9 at room temperature for 30 min. Following DPBS 

wash, PBS buffer solution containing either 10 µM DMSO (negative control), or 10 µM Nutlin-3 

(positive control) was added to wells and left at room temperature for 40 min. Time-gated Tb 

and Tb-sensitized FRET signals were then recorded. We calculated the Z’ factor and SSMD of 

the assay. Although low Z’ factor is obtained, high |SSMD| for cells expressing 20 nm, or 30 nm 

linker biosensor is obtained with value 3.2 and 8.2, respectively. This very strong or extremely 

strong effect sizes advocate the application of the single-chain biosensor in HTS assay for live 

cell PPIs interaction or inhibition hit selection. 

3.4 Conclusions 

Tb(III)-based, single-chain FRET biosensors exhibit a remarkable dynamic signal range 

when used to microscopically image PPIs using TGL microscopy or when detecting interaction 

or inhibition in multi-well plates.  Large FRET signal changes resulted from time-gated 

elimination of non-specific fluorescent signals and the incorporation of a rigid alpha-helical 

linker structure into the biosensor that held Tb(III) donors and GFP acceptors at a distance 

greater than the Förster distance when the sensor was in the Off-state.  The single-chain design 

made it possible to robustly detect PPIs or their inhibition in 384-well plates following 

permeabilization of expressing cells.  High throughput analysis capability will enhance drug 

discovery efforts by simplifying assay protocols and enabling access to a wider variety of PPIs 

than can currently be analyzed using assays with purified components. Direct visualization of 

PPI inhibition in living cells at medium-throughput mode will make it possible to design 

secondary, cell-based assays that can evaluate cell permeability of hit compounds.  TGL 
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microscopy of PPIs also exhibits far higher dynamic range than conventional FRET imaging. 

While current acquisition speeds of TGL FRET are relatively slow (up to 8 s per time-gated 

FRET image), these rates could be improved with brighter Tb(III) probes. Taken together, the 

results presented here show that Tb(III)-based FRET biosensors offer a versatile platform 

technology for interrogating PPIs and their function in live cells. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

CHAPTER 4 

FUTURE PERSPECTIVE



 
 

 
 

The high sensitivity and dynamic range of the lanthanide-based FRET biosensors 

encourage the exploration of a wide variety of PPIs and their inhibitions. Herein, the interaction 

between protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 12C (PPP1R12C) and its catalytic subunit 

alpha isozyme (PPP1CA), and their inhibition with a short peptide or another regulatory domain 

will be investigated for their potential of being utilized in HTS as therapeutic targets to discover 

effective small molecule inhibitors. In addition, a new method, which combines split-DHFR and 

time-gated FRET, is proposed for mapping protein network or identifying potential hits of 

designated PPIs in living mammalian cells. 

4.1. Lanthanide-based FRET biosensor with PPP1R12C and PPP1CA 

4.1.1. Introduction 

Protein phosphatase-1 (PP1) is one of the major serine/threonine protein phosphatases 

ubiquitously distributed in eukaryotic cells. It regulates a wide variety of cellular functions, such 

as muscle relaxation, glycogen metabolism, and cell-cycle progression
131,146

, through the 

interaction of its catalytic subunit (PP1C) with a large number of established regulatory subunits. 

Structure analysis indicates that the interaction involves primarily C-terminal domain of PP1
152

, 

and  the numerous PP1 regulatory subunits share one specific PP1 targeting sequence-the RVxF 

motif, which fits in a small hydrophobic groove on the surface of PP1C
146

. As one of the 

mammalian regulatory subunits of PP1C, PPP1R12C was found to specifically bind to PP1C 

with the N terminus, and this association is required for the regulation of the catalytic activities 

and the assembly of actin cytoskeleton
152

.  The association of the PPP1R12C N terminus to 

PP1C leads to actin depolymerization, while the C terminus binding antagonizes this effect
152

.  

Thus, we designed the new lanthanide FRET biosensor by replacing FRB with N 

terminus (1-389 a.a.) of PPP1R12C, and FKBP12 with C terminus (161-387 a.a.) of PPP1CA. 
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Due to the difficulty of cloning, we requested Genscript to finish the cloning of two mammalian 

plasmid constructs: PPP1R12C(TEV)-eDHFR-ER/Kn-EGFP-PPP1CA (n= 10 nm, or 20 nm). I 

have stably transfected two plasmids into Hela cells and sorted out cells with low –to medium 

expression level by flow cytometry. For next step, we will test the interaction between 

PPP1R12C and PPP1CA in multi-well plate, and examine their inhibition with a short peptide or 

another competing regulatory domain.  

4.1.2 Materials and methods 

4.1.2.1 Materials 

Hela cells were purchased from American Type Culture Collection (ATCC® CCL-2™). 

Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium with 1g/L glucose (DMEM, 10-014CV), , Dulbecco’s  

phosphate  buffer  saline  (DPBS, 21-030), and 0.25% trypsin/2.21 mM EDTA were purchased 

from Corning cellgro ® . MEM non-essential amino acid (11140), DMEM (without phenol red, 

21063), HEPES (15630-080) and Lipofectamine 2000 (11668-027) were purchased from 

InvitrogenTM. FBS (S11150) was purchased from Atlanta Biologicals. Hygromycin (sc-29067) 

was purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Doxycycline (D9891) was purchased from 

Sigma. 

4.1.2.2 Stable expression of biosensor plasmids 

Hela cells were grown to 70-80% confluency in a sterile 10 cm dish. The cells were 

transfected with 12 μg of biosensor plasmids and their recombination helper plasmid pSPB-

Transposase with a Lipofectamine:plasmid ratio of 2.5µg:1µg per plasmid. Plasmid and 

Lipofectamine solutions were first prepared in separate microcentrifuge tubes in OptiMEM I 

with a total volume of 1.5 mL. After 5 minutes of incubation at room temperature, the solutions 

were mixed and kept at room temperature for an additional 20 minutes. The media in 10 cm dish 
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was aspirated and the Lipofectamine + plasmids solution was added into it. The cells were 

incubated with the solution for 4 hours in tissue culture incubator at 37 
o
C with 5% CO2 and then 

the solution was replaced with 10 mL of fresh DMEM(+) (DMEM supplied with 15 mM 

HEPES, 10% FBS and 100 mg/mL Hygromycin). The transfections were confirmed with 

microscopy after induction with 100 ng/mL doxycycline. Cells with low-to medium level of GFP 

expression were sorted out with flow cytometry. 

4.2 Development of a new assay for PPIs study and HTS screening in live mammalian cells 

Protein fragment complementation and two-hybrid systems are two main technologies 

used in genetic in vivo study of PPIs in yeast, bacterial and other organisms. But their setup in 

mammalian cells to study PPIs as therapeutic targets for drug discovery are still undergoing with 

difficulties. Many mammalian proteins don’t behave properly in yeast or bacterial cells, as they 

need different secondary modifications. A native cellular format is especially required to study 

the dynamic process of the protein interaction network, such as signaling pathways and 

flexibility of actin cytoskeleton. Moreover, HTS assay based on cell-free systems could not 

select cell-permeable and nontoxic small molecules or PPI modifiers. 

In general, two-hybrid assays depend on the colocalization of two protein domains, 

which results in recruitment of prey to a specific cellular location (e.g., the reporter gene or 

plasma membrane) and finally an output signal (transcription activation, enzymatic activity or 

fluorescence). In most cases, reporter gene expression is used as a signal amplification readout to 

detect transient and weak associations. The efficiency of the system is further improved by the 

lack of cumbersome purification step. However, two-hybrid systems have a major limitation of 

false positives introduced by interactions between proteins that are normally present in separate 

cellular compartments, or autoactivation by the bait protein. On the other hand, PCAs are based 
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on the reconstitution of a functional reporter by PPI-induced refolding of two protein fragments. 

They do not require coexpression and specific localization of chimeric proteins, therefore can be 

used to analyze the native location of protein associations. They are also suitable for studies on 

the kinetics or spatiotemporal dynamics of PPIs.  So far, several folding-dependent 

complementation methods have been successfully adapted to mammalian cell systems. Split-β-

galactosidase assays based on ligand-dependent recruitment of β-arrestin
153

 and endocytosis
154

 

have been exploited to study GPCR biology. Split-luciferase systems taking advantage of the 

reversible character of luciferase reassembly are more frequently used in mammalian cells to 

monitor fusion of cellular organelles
155

, to detect intraviral PPIs
156

, and actin polymerization
157

. 

Multicolor split-FP methods have been developed to simultaneously capture multiple PPIs in 

different subcellular locations
158

, and their combination with FRET or BRET readouts allow 

study of complex formation
83

. Nevertheless, the application of split-FP in high throughput cDNA 

library screening is rather limited due to intrinsic topological constraints or strong fluctuations in 

signal intensity caused by variations of prey expression levels
159

. 

Herein, I propose a new method for HTS of cDNA library in living mammalian cells to 

map protein network or identify potential hits of designated PPIs. This method combines split-

DHFR, FRET, and time-gated detection, thus is expected to offer high sensitivity and signal-to-

noise ratio.  
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Figure 22. A new assay for PPIs study and HTS screening in live mammalian cells. 

Two proteins of interest (X and Y) are each fused to a fixed eDHFR fragment. If there is no 

interaction between X and Y (left), the fragments remain unstructured and only GFP signal can 

be observed. Upon interaction between the bait and prey (right), the two fragments refold into a 

fully functional eDHFR protein. The specific binding between eDHFR and TMP enable the 

detection of Tb sensitized GFP signal. The image of the eDHFR is based on the Protein Data 

Bank (PDB) structure under accession number 1DRA
160

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Split-DHFR was originally explored in yeast cells, and then reported for murine DHFR in 

mammalian cells for growth selection in DHFR-deficient cells
159,161

. In the new design, E.coli. 

DHFR is utilized and separated into two fragments, the F[1,2] N-terminal and the F[3] C-

terminal fragments. Protein X is fused to one of the fragments as bait, and is stably expressing in 

cells. For interaction study with model system (e.g. FRB/FKBP12), protein Y is fused to GFP 

and the other fragment of eDHFR as prey. For interaction screening, human cDNA library will 

be cloned with GFP and DHFR fragment genes, and the final translated protein will act as prey. 

Prey will be transiently transfected in cells and transfection can be validated by GFP signal.  

Then the cells will be incubated with TMP-Lumi4Tb-R9. In the absent of interaction, GFP and 

time-gated Tb signal can be observed. After determining the minimal time frame of physical 

contact between the two fragments to establish complete refolding, sensitized Tb-to-GFP FRET  
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will be detected and the cDNA sequence in the corresponding prey will be recovered by PCR 

using primers flanking the restriction sites of the vector.  Furthermore, by attaching differently 

colored FPs to protein Y, this method offers multiplexing potential for investigating PPIs in 

signaling pathways or mapping PPIs network. 
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